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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a reflecting layer or a translucent

reflecting layer for an optical recording medium having a high reflectance and

excellent in durability.

SOLUTION: The reflecting layer or the translucent reflecting layer comprises an

Ag-base alloy containing >0.5 at.% Cu and 0.5-3 at.%, in total, of at least one

element selected from the group comprising Nd, Sn and Ge and/or >0.1 at.% at

least one rare earth element.
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] the reflecting layer or translucent reflecting layer excellent in the

endurance characterize by contain in total at least one sort of elements choose

from the group which become a list from Nd, Sn, and germanium in Cu more

than 0.5% ( it be the same the semantics of atomic %, and the following) 0.5 to

3%, or consist of; and/or an Ag radical alloy of rare earth elements which contain

a kind 0.1% or more at least for optical information record media.

[Claim 2] A reflecting layer or a translucent reflecting layer excellent in the

adhesion characterized by consisting of Ag radical alloys which contain in total at



least one sort of elements chosen from the group which becomes a list from Nd,

Sn, and germanium 0.5% or more about Cu 0.5 to 3%.

[Claim 3] The reflecting layer according to claim 2 or translucent reflecting layer

to which a reflection property and oxidation resistance are raised by containing

in total at least one sort of elements chosen from the group which said Ag radical

alloy becomes from Au, Y, and Nd further 0.2 to 5.0%.

[Claim 4] The reflecting layer or translucent reflecting layer by which the

diameter growth of crystal grain of Ag characterized by consisting of Ag radical

alloys of rare earth elements which contain a kind 0.1% or more at least was

controlled.

[Claim 5] Said rare earth elements are the reflecting layer according to claim 4 or

translucent reflecting layer which is Nd or Y.

[Claim 6] Furthermore, the reflecting layer according to claim 4 or 5 or

translucent reflecting layer to which oxidation resistance is raised by containing

in total at least one sort of elements chosen from the group which consists of Au,

Cu, Pd, Mg, Ti, and Ta 0.2 to 5.0%.

[Claim 7] The optical information record medium equipped with the reflecting

layer or translucent reflecting layer which consists of Ag radical alloys according

to claim 1 to 6.

[Claim 8] The sputtering target for optical information record media characterized



by consisting of Ag radical alloys according to claim 1 to 6.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] The adhesion over other thin films with which this

invention constitutes disk substrates (polycarbonate substrate etc.) and a disk

especially in [detail excellent in endurance ; Diffusion of Ag is controlled. (It may

be made to represent with "the adhesion over a substrate etc." hereafter) It is

related with the sputtering target for reflecting layers of an excellent in structural

stability in semantics that grain growth is controlled reflecting layer
[
for] light

information record media ] or translucent reflecting layer (reflecting layer for

optical disks, or translucent reflecting layer for optical disks), and light

information record medium, and an optical information record medium. Since the

reflecting layer of this invention also has the high reflection factor, it is used

suitable for erasable optical disks (optical disk in which repetition record and

playback are possible), such as write once optical disk (playback is repeatedly

as possible as record only for 1 time);CD-R/W, such as read-only optical disc



(writing and modification are impossible);CD-Rs, such as CD-ROM and

DVD-ROM, and DVD-R, DVD-RAM, DVD-RW, DVD+RW, and PD, etc.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Although there are some classes of optical disks, it

will be divided roughly into three kinds, ** read-only disk, ** erasable (phase

change mold) disk, and ** postscript mold disk, if it carries out from a viewpoint

of a record playback principle.

[0003] Among these, protective coat layers, such as a reflective membrane layer

which uses Ag, aluminum, Au, etc. as a base material, and UV hardening resin

protective coat layer, come to carry out the laminating of the read-only disk of
**

on transparent plastic bases, such as a polycarbonate base, fundamentally. The

above-mentioned read-only disk forms record data by the concavo-convex pit

prepared on the transparent plastic base, and reproduces data by detecting the

phase contrast and the reflective difference of laser light which were irradiated

by the disk. As shown in drawing 1 besides the above-mentioned laminating type,

the data with which there are also lamination and a thing which comes to carry

out the laminating of the UV hardening resin protective coat layer 5 further

through a glue line 3, and this recorded the base material which formed the

translucent reflective membrane layer 2 on the transparent plastic base 1 , and

the base material which formed the reflective membrane layer 4 on each



above-mentioned reflective membrane layer and an above-mentioned

translucent reflective membrane layer are read. By the method which carries out

record playback on one side, data are read-only (writing and record are

impossible), and CD-ROM, DVD-ROM, etc. are mentioned as an optical disk

which adopted such a method.

[0004] Next, the erasable (phase change mold) optical disk of the

above-mentioned ** controls the power and irradiation time of laser light, data

are recorded by forming two phase states of a crystal phase and an amorphous

phase in a recording layer, and data are detected by detecting reflection factor

change of a bi-phase by laser (playback). In this play back system, record and

playback are repeatedly possible and it can usually record about hundreds of

thousands times repeatedly from thousands of times. As the basic structure of

the above-mentioned erasable optical disk is shown in drawing 2 , on the

transparent plastic base 1 , the various thin film layers of a dielectric layer 7, a

recording layer 8, a dielectric layer 7, the reflective membrane layer 4, and UV

hardening resin protective coat layer 5 carry out a laminating, and come, and

CD-RW, DVD-RAM, DVD-RW, DVD+RW, etc. are mentioned as an optical disk

which adopts this method.

[0005] Moreover, the write once optical disk of the above-mentioned **

generates heat and deteriorates the coloring matter of a record thin film layer



(organic-coloring-matter layer) by the power of laser light, records data by

making a groove (slot beforehand minced by the substrate) deform, and detects

data by detecting the difference of the reflection factor of a deterioration part,

and the reflection factor of a non-deteriorated part (playback). The basic

structure of a write once optical disk is shown in drawing 3 . For one, as for an

organic-coloring-matter layer and 4, a transparent plastic base and 6 are [ a

reflective membrane layer and 5 ] UV hardening resin protective layers among

drawing. In this play back system, it is the description that the data recorded

once is not rewritten (it reproduces repeatedly with record of a limitation once),

and CD-R, DVD-R, etc. are mentioned as an optical disk which adopts this

method.

[0006] In each above-mentioned optical disk, it excels in many properties, such

as adhesion over a reflection factor, thermal conductivity, thermal shock

resistance, chemical stability [especially, corrosion resistance (oxidation

resistance)], a substrate, etc., and it is required for the reflective thin film layer

ingredient that there is little aging of a recording characteristic etc.

[0007] For example, since the reflective thin film layer for erasable optical disks

of the above-mentioned ** serves as the heat dissipation thin film layer, to excel

in thermal conductivity further besides the above-mentioned property is

demanded. In especially high density record, it is indispensable that the thermal



conductivity of the viewpoint of the improvement in recording density to a

reflective heat dissipation layer is large. However, the actual condition is that the

charge of reflecting layer material which satisfies these demand characteristics

is not yet offered.

[0008] For example, there is a fault that it is still inadequate in respect of a

reflection factor although aluminum alloy currently use widely as a reflective thin

film layer ingredient for erasable optical disks has comparatively high reflection

factor and corrosion resistance ( chemical corrosion resistance) to the laser

wavelength ( 780nm, 650nm) use for record playback, and a reflection factor is

inferior as compared with Au system or Ag system. Furthermore, compared with

Au system, it is inferior to chemical stability, and also the fault that thermal

conductivity is low is held. There is also a fault of being inferior to the high

temperature conductivity especially demanded by each disk of an erasable type

and a postscript mold. Therefore, in having used aluminum alloy for the reflective

thin film layer, there was fault that it was difficult to make many properties

required of the reflecting layer concerned provide, consequently constraint arose

in the structure of a disk or a design.

[0009] Then, although using Au, Ag, and Cu as a charge of reflective thin film

material is proposed instead of aluminum alloy, it has the problem hung up over

below, respectively.



[0010] for example, pure - the alloy which uses Au or Au as a principal

component is excellent in chemical stability, there is little aging of a recording

characteristic, and although there is an advantage that a high reflection factor,

high corrosion resistance, and high temperature conductivity are obtained, Au is

very expensive and is not practical. Furthermore, there is a problem that

sufficient reflection factor is not obtained, to the blue laser (wavelength of

405nm) used as next-generation main laser wavelength.

[0011] moreover, pure -- although the alloy which uses Cu or Cu as a principal

component is cheap, it is inferior to corrosion resistance (especially oxidation

resistance), and also the fault that the reflection factor to blue laser is low is held

like Au system. Consequently, there is a possibility of causing the dependability

(endurance) fall of a disk.

[0012] moreover - pure -- with the alloy which uses Ag or Ag as a principal

component, although the high reflection factor which was excellent in

400-480nm of a practical use wavelength region enough is shown, in aging of

corrosion resistance and a recording characteristic, there is a fault of being

inferior to Au system reflective film.

[0013] Furthermore, when each ingredient of Above Au, Ag, and Cu is used, the

problem of being inferior to the adhesion over a substrate etc. also has each.

Other thin films and adhesion force which are in contact with the interface of the



reflective heat dissipation layer concerned decline by the thermal impact

according [ the reflective heat dissipation layer of an optical disk ] to a thermo

cycle in connection with record repeatedly. Consequently, the fall of effectual

heat conduction and the nonuniformity of heat conduction arise, finally a jitter etc.

increases, and the record reproducing characteristics of a disk will come to

deteriorate remarkably.

[0014] On the other hand, also in the reflective thin film layer of the write once

optical disk of the above-mentioned **, the same problem as the erasable optical

disk of the above-mentioned ** has arisen.

[0015] In the optical disk of the above-mentioned postscript mold, the alloy which

uses Au or Au as a principal component is used widely as a charge of reflective

thin film layer material. To the laser wavelength (780nm, 650nm) used for record

playback, these ingredients can attain 70% or more of high reflection factor,

even if an organic-coloring-matter layer exists. However, Au is very expensive

and causes [ main ] a cost rise as mentioned above.

[0016] Then, instead of the above-mentioned ingredient, using Ag, Cu, and

aluminum as a reflective thin film material is proposed. However, with the alloy

which uses pure Ag and pure Cu as a principal component, there is a fault of

being inferior to corrosion resistance, like the above-mentioned.

[0017] Moreover, there is a problem of being inferior to endurance, with the alloy



which uses pure aluminum or aluminum as a principal component. That is, if the

alloy which uses pure aluminum and pure aluminum as a principal component is

used for the reflective thin film layer of an optical disk, since disk properties, such

as decline in the reflection factor by migration or the chemical reaction and an

increment in an error, will tend to produce aging, it is difficult to use it for the write

once optical disk as which advanced dependability is required. Furthermore,

aluminum ingredient has a low reflection factor, and with aluminum radical alloy

which added especially the alloy element, a reflection factor becomes still lower,

and when an organic-coloring-matter layer exists, it also has the problem that

70% or more of high reflection factor cannot be attained.

[0018]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Thus, the reflective thin film layer for

optical disks is not yet provided with the metal thin film layer with which are

satisfied of all these demand characteristics, in spite of requiring that many

properties, such as adhesion over a high reflection factor, chemical stability

(especially oxidation resistance), a substrate, etc., structural stability, the stability

of a recording characteristic, and low cost, should be fulfilled in order to obtain a

reliable medium. Although Au is most excellent in respect of a reflection factor,

chemical stability, etc., cost costs dearly and also there is a problem that a

reflection factor falls sharply, by the blue laser (wavelength of 405nm) of



next-generation specification.

[0019] This invention is made in view of the above-mentioned situation, and the

purpose has endurance [the adhesion; structural stability over other thin films

which constitute a disk substrate and a disk especially in a detail] not to mention

having a high reflection factor in offering the sputtering target for good new

reflecting layer and translucent reflecting layer for optical information record

media, an optical information record medium, and optical information record

media.

[0020]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The reflecting layer for optical information

record media or a translucent reflecting layer excellent in the endurance

concerning this invention which could solve the above-mentioned technical

problem (a) [ whether at least one sort of elements chosen from the group which

becomes a list from Nd, Sn, and germanium 0.5% or more about Cu are

contained 0.5 to 3% in total, and ] And/or, it has a summary at the place which

consists of Ag radical alloys of (b) rare earth elements which contain a kind 0.1%

or more at least. In addition, the translucent reflecting layer (film) in this invention

means the thin film which has 20 - 80% of transmission about, although it is the

film used as reflective film of the medium which performs multilayer record more

than two-layer on disk one side and transmission and a reflection factor are



prescribed by the configuration of a disk. Moreover, it is the thin film used for disk

one side as the reflective film of monolayer record, or reflective film of the lowest

layer of multilayer record, and transmission is about 0%, and the reflecting layer

(film) in this invention is 70% or more about, although a reflection factor is

prescribed by the configuration of a disk.

[0021] Here, the reflecting layer or translucent reflecting layer which it comes to

consist of Ag radical alloys (for it to be hereafter called an Ag-Cu system alloy)

which contain in total at least one sort of elements chosen from the group which

becomes a list from Nd, Sn, and germanium 0.5% or more about (a) Cu 0.5 to

3%, and to contain is excellent in endurance for the purpose of excelling in the

adhesion over a substrate etc.

[0022] in the above-mentioned Ag-Cu system alloy, since a reflection property

and oxidation resistance are raised, it is the mode with desirable all which

contains in total at least one sort of elements chosen from the group which

consists of Au, Y, and Nd further 0.2 to 5.0%.

[0023] On the other hand, as a result of controlling diffusion of Ag and controlling

grain growth, the reflecting layer or translucent reflecting layer of (b) rare earth

elements which it comes to consist of Ag radical alloys (Ag-rare-earth-elements

alloy) which contain a kind (preferably Nd and/or Y) 0.1% or more at least is

excellent in the stability of the crystal structure, and leads to the practical



effectiveness of the stability of a recording characteristic, as a result endurance.

[0024] In the above-mentioned Ag-rare-earth-elements alloy, since oxidation

resistance is raised, it is the desirable mode which contains in total at least one

sort of elements further chosen from the group which consists of Au, Cu, Pd, Mg,

Ti, and Ta 0.2 to 5.0%. Especially Ag-rare-earth-elements alloy that added Au,

Cu, and Pd can raise oxidation resistance further, it being useful and controlling

decline in the reflection factor by alloying.

[0025] The reflecting layer for optical information record media or translucent

reflecting layer of this invention can be especially used suitable for the optical

disk of a postscript mold and a read-only mold, although it may be applied to

both a read-only mold an erasable type and a postscript mold.

[0026] Moreover, the optical information record medium equipped with the

above-mentioned reflecting layer for optical information record media or

translucent reflection and the sputtering target for optical information record

media which consisted of above-mentioned Ag radical alloys are also included

within the limits of this invention.

[0027]

[Embodiment of the Invention] this invention persons have inquired

wholeheartedly from a viewpoint of offering the ingredient which was excellent in

especially the improvement in endurance among many properties required of the



reflecting layer for optical information record media, or a translucent reflecting

layer (it may be made representing with a "reflecting layer" hereafter). The

adhesion over other thin films which constitute ** disk substrates (polycarbonate

substrate etc.) and a disk concretely as an index of the improvement in

endurance in this invention When endurance is raised by making it (it may be

made to represent with "the adhesion over a substrate etc." hereafter), and

improve, ** As a result of controlling diffusion of Ag and controlling grain growth,

it excelled in structural stability, and in case [ both ] endurance was finally raised,

it hung up, and the experiment was conducted from this viewpoint.

[0028] this invention persons formed in the detail Ag radical alloy thin film set to

Ag from various component presentations by the sputtering method using Ag

radical alloy sputtering target which added and produced various elements, and

evaluated the property as a reflective thin film layer in it. Consequently, it

became clear that Ag radical alloy thin film containing at least one sort of

elements chosen from the group which consists of Cu of (a) specified quantity,

and Nd, Sn and germanium is extremely excellent in adhesion with a substrate

etc. furthermore, at least one sort of elements chosen from the group which

consists of Au, Y, and Nd in the above-mentioned Ag-Cu system alloy -

specified quantity addition - carrying out (especially - desirable - Au -

containing - further - Y and Nd - a kind being added at least) - while finding



out that a reflection property and corrosion resistance (especially oxidation

resistance) improved, it became clear that Ag radical alloy thin film containing

the rare earth elements of (b) specified quantity is extremely excellent in

structural stability, furthermore, at least one sort of elements chosen from the

group which consists of Au, Cu, Pd, Mg, Ti, and Ta in the above-mentioned

Ag-rare-earth-elements alloy - specified quantity addition - carrying out

(especially - desirable - Au, Cu, and Pd - a kind being included at least) - a

header and this invention were completed for corrosion resistance (especially

oxidation resistance) improving.

[0029] Generally, a reflection factor is in the inclination which decreases

compared with the case of pure Ag, when an alloy element is added to Ag.

However, when a component presentation and addition of an alloy were

appropriately adjusted like this invention, reduction in a reflection factor is not

only controllable to permissible within the limits, but compared with the former, it

was able to attain many properties including endurance, such as adhesion and

structural stability, with the high level.

[0030] Hereafter, sequential explanation is given about the requirements which

constitute the reflecting layer for optical information record media of this

invention (a), and (b).

[0031] (a) Contain Cu 0.5% or more in the reflecting layer or the translucent



reflecting layer above-mentioned mode which it comes to consist of Ag radical

alloys (Ag-Cu system alloy) which contain in total at least one sort of elements

chosen from the group which becomes a list from Nd, Sn, and germanium 0.5%

or more about Cu 0.5 to 3%. It consists of Ag radical alloys which contain in total

at least one sort of elements chosen from the group which consists of Nd, Sn,

and germanium 0.5 to 3%. That is, when the maximum important point of the

above-mentioned invention carries out specified quantity addition of the

above-mentioned element, it is in Ag radical alloy at the place which showed

clearly that the adhesion over a substrate etc. improves remarkably.

[0032] According to this invention persons' examination result, first, with the

Ag-Cu alloy thin film, when the adhesion over a substrate etc. improved and the

addition of Cu became 0.5% or more, compared with the pure Ag thin film, it

turned out comparable or that the outstanding adhesion effectiveness beyond it

is shown, so that there were many Cu additions. However, when a reflection

property and relation with corrosion resistance (especially oxidation resistance)

are taken into consideration, it is desirable to define the upper limit to 5%

(preferably 3%). It is because these properties will tend to fall so that there are

many Cu additions if the reflection property of an Ag-Cu alloy thin film and

oxidation resistance are investigated.

[0033] Here, the relation of Cu content, and the oxidation resistance/reflection



property in an Au-Cu alloy is explained in full detail. First, although it is about the

relation between Cu content and oxidation resistance, generally oxidation

resistance is estimated by the decrement of a reflection factor. And when

oxidation resistance is evaluated from the decrement of the reflection factor in a

long wavelength region (for example, field with a wavelength of 800-600nm), the

effectiveness of a request of Cu content at less than 0.5% is not demonstrated

enough, but if Cu content becomes 0.5% or more, oxidation resistance will also

improve as a content increases and the effectiveness will be saturated near 3%.

On the other hand, although oxidation resistance improved gradually with

addition of Cu and oxidation resistance became max near 1 %, when it added

more than it, oxidation resistance began to fall conversely, and when oxidation

resistance was evaluated from the reflection factor decrement in a short

wavelength region (for example, field near the wavelength of 390nm), when Cu

content exceeded 5%, compared with pure Ag, it turned out that oxidation

resistance is inferior.

[0034] Next, it turned out that a high reflection factor is shown compared with

pure Ag when there are few Cu contents as 0.3 - 3%, but a reflection factor will

become low compared with pure Ag in Ag alloy thin film which made Ag contain

Cu although it is about Cu content and the relation of a reflection property if Cu

content exceeds 3%.



[0035] Therefore, in order to also secure the further excellent adhesion

effectiveness, maintaining a high reflection property and corrosion resistance, it

is desirable to control the addition of Cu in 0.5 - 5% of range.

[0036] In addition, also in the conventional reflecting layer for optical information

record media, there is an example using an Ag-Cu radical alloy. However, even

if it scrutinizes which contents that the adhesion over a substrate etc. is raised by

carrying out specified quantity addition of the Cu like this invention, it is not

indicated at all to it.

[0037] For example, the optical recording medium with which the reflective film

consists of 0.1 to Cu:15 atom % and 85 to Ag:99.9 atom % is indicated by

JP, 10-1 77742,A. However, even if it scrutinized the official report concerned,

there is only recognition of extent "moreover the thin film which added Cu of the

amount of specification to Ag is excellent in corrosion resistance with a high

reflection factor", and the above-mentioned official report defined the addition of

Cu from a viewpoint of corrosion resistance and a reflection property to the last.

[0038] moreover, the alloy of Ag-Pd and/or Cu is suitable for the reflecting layer

of a compact disk to JP,6-208732,A - the purport publication is carried out. As

the reason, these alloys show the outstanding environmental stability, and it

excels in corrosion resistance.; it has hung up that an Ag-Pd alloy has a very

good adhesive property to an organic polycarbonate substrate especially.



However, neither indication nor suggestion is carried out to the above-mentioned

official report to having the adhesion effectiveness excellent in the Ag-Cu alloy

like this invention.

[0039] Thus, in the field of an optical information record medium, the knowledge

that it is effective carrying out specified quantity addition of the Cu for the

purpose of the improvement in adhesion to a substrate etc. is not known

conventionally, but is begun and found out by this invention persons.

[0040] Furthermore, in the above-mentioned mode, it is required to add in total at

least one sort of elements chosen from the group which consists of Nd, Sn, and

germanium in 0.5 - 3% (preferably 0.5 - 2%) of range. At less than 0.5%, the

account operation of the improvement in adhesion is not enough demonstrated

for the sum total addition of these elements, but on the other hand, if the sum

total addition of the above-mentioned element exceeds 3%, the operation

concerned will fall conversely and the engine performance as a reflecting layer

for optical information record media will carry out under degradation.

[0041] In addition, since effectiveness manifestation fields differ between the

above-mentioned elements, the desirable addition of each element is different a

little. Specifically, controlling to Nd:1. 0-3.0%, Sn:0.5-2.0%, and

germanium:0.5-3.0% of within the limits is recommended.

[0042] In addition, it is desirable to carry out content of at least one sort of



elements chosen from the group which consists of Au, Y, and Nd further in this

invention for the purpose of the further improvement in the basic property

(namely, [a reflection factor and corrosion resistance (oxidation resistance)])

required of the reflecting layer for optical information record media 0.2-5.0%

(preferably 0.4 - 3.0%) in total. At less than 0.2%, the above-mentioned

operation is not enough demonstrated for the sum total addition of these

elements, but on the other hand, if the sum total addition of the above-mentioned

element exceeds 5.0%, the operation concerned will fall conversely and the

engine performance as a reflecting layer for optical information record media will

carry out under degradation.

[0043] It is desirable to carry out content of the Au 0.3 to 5% (preferably 0.4 -

3.0%) also especially in the above-mentioned element. It is because corrosion

resistance (especially oxidation resistance) moreover improves further

compared with pure Ag, the alloy which added Au of the above-mentioned range

into the Ag-Cu system alloy maintaining a very high reflection factor comparable

as pure Ag.

[0044] The anti-oxidation disposition top effectiveness by Au addition is seen

here so notably that there are in general many additions of Ag, and it mainly

appears notably in the result of control of a reflection factor decrement in a short

wavelength region (for example, field near 390nm). On the other hand, even if it



adds more than it, the corrosion-resistant improvement effectiveness is

saturated with a long wavelength region (for example, 600-800nm field), and

since Au is an expensive element, it is economically useless [ the effectiveness ],

although the decrement of a reflection factor is controlled by Au addition of about

0.3% of**** small quantity in it. Moreover, if Au addition exceeds 5%, a reflection

factor will fall compared with pure Ag. These results were synthetically taken into

consideration and the desirable addition of Au was set to the above-mentioned

range.

[0045] Furthermore, it is effective when addition of Y and Nd also demonstrates

the above-mentioned operation effectively. Since effectiveness manifestation

fields differ between each element, the desirable addition of each element is

different a little. Specifically, controlling to Au:0.5-1.5%, Y:1 - 3%, and Nd:1-3%

of within the limits is recommended. In above-mentioned within the limits, it is

because a high reflection factor comparable as having used the pure Ag thin film

is maintainable.

[0046] Although the reflecting layer for optical information record media of this

invention contains the above-mentioned component and is Remainder Ag, it is

the range which does not spoil an operation of this invention further, and may

add other components other than the above-mentioned component. For

example, noble metals and transition elements (except for what was mentioned



above), such as Pd and Pt, may be positively added for the purpose of property

grant of the improvement in a degree of hardness etc. Moreover, the impurity

beforehand contained in the gas constituents of 02 and N2 grade and the Ag-Cu

radical alloy which is a dissolution raw material may be contained.

[0047] (b) It is constituted from the reflecting layer or the translucent reflecting

layer above-mentioned mode of rare earth elements which it comes to consist of

Ag radical alloys (Ag-rare-earth-elements alloy) which contain a kind 0.1% or

more at least by Ag radical alloy of rare earth elements which contains a kind

0.1% or more at least. That is, the maximum important point of the

above-mentioned invention is in Ag radical alloy at the place which showed

clearly that endurance improves, as a result of [ of rare earth elements
]

controlling the diameter growth of crystal grain of Ag and excelling in the stability

of a recording characteristic, when a kind (preferably Nd and/or Y) is added

0.1% or more at least.

[0048] According to this invention persons' examination result, in the

environmental test (temperature of 80 degrees C, 90% of humidity), when

adding rare earth elements 0.1% or more, with Ag-rare-earth-elements alloy thin

film, it turned out that the diameter growth of crystal grain which controls

increase of the diameter of crystal grain resulting from diffusion of Ag is

controlled. However, when relation with a reflection property is taken into



consideration, it is desirable to define the upper limit to 3% (preferably 2%). It is

because a reflection property will tend to fall so that there are many additions of

rare earth elements if the reflection property of Ag-rare-earth-elements alloy thin

film is investigated. In addition, Ag radical alloy which added rare earth elements

0.1% or more to Ag was also understood that it excels in chemical stability

(especially oxidation resistance) compared with pure Ag.

[0049] Thus, Ag-rare-earth-elements alloy thin film which added rare earth

elements to Ag is remarkably excellent also in structural stability while it is

excellent in oxidation resistance. Since Ag diffuses especially the pure Ag thin

film created by membrane formation processes, such as sputtering, including

many defects, such as an atomic hole, and it condenses easily, under the

conditions of an environmental test, increase of the diameter of Ag crystal grain

becomes easy to take place. On the other hand, it turned out that most increases

of the diameter of Au crystal grain are not accepted even if it carries out under an

environmental test similarly in the case of a pure Au thin film, but there is a big

difference in the structural stability of a pure Ag thin film and a pure Au thin film.

Finally increase of such a diameter of crystal grain leads to degradation of the

recording characteristic of a medium with heat conduction of a thin film, change

and a stress condition, film reinforcement, and a boundary planar change. Then,

when this invention persons inquired wholeheartedly and the rare earth



elements which have a bigger atomic radius were added to Ag atom that

increase of such a diameter of Ag crystal grain should be prevented, a header

and this invention were completed for diffusion of Ag being controlled and growth

of the diameter of crystal grain being controlled.

[0050] Although the element belonging to 3A group, i.e., Sc and Y, lanthanoids

15 element, and actinoid 15 element are mentioned, if the rare earth elements

used for this invention take into consideration cost, the amount of industrial

circulation, etc., especially use of Nd and Y will be recommended. As for the

above-mentioned rare earth elements, adding 0.3% or more preferably is

desirable 0.1% or more. Even if it adds more than it, it is because the

above-mentioned operation is saturated. These rare earth elements may be

used independently, and even if they use two or more sorts together, they are

not cared about.

[0051] However, when a reflection property is taken into consideration, it is

desirable to define the upper limit to 3.0%. Although it has hung up making it a

reflection factor comparable as a pure Au thin film in this invention in the

wavelength of 650nm used with common DVD as one of the target level of a

reflection property, it is because a reflection property will fall remarkably if the

addition of rare earth elements exceeds 3.0%. It is 2.0% or less more preferably.

Furthermore, in the above-mentioned range, since oxidation resistance was also



good compared with pure Ag, it turned out that a desired thin film is obtained.

[0052] Therefore, maintaining a high reflection property and corrosion resistance,

in order to control growth of the diameter of Ag crystal grain, it is still more

desirable to control the addition of rare earth elements to 0.1% or more

(preferably 0.3% or more) and 3.0% or less (preferably 2.0% or less).

[0053] In addition, the optical recording medium which has the reflecting layer

which added transition metals, such as Y, 0.3 to 8.0% into the Ag-Au alloy is

indicated by JP,3-156753,A. However, like this invention, about a technical

problem called the diameter control of Ag crystal grain, it does not mean in the

above-mentioned official report at all, but there is no publication of the purport

which adds transition metals, such as Y, from this viewpoint in it. By each

element of Ti, Ta, Zr, Re, In, Sn, Zn, and Mg which are enumerated as a matter

of fact as an element in which Y and equivalent effectiveness are shown in the

above-mentioned official report, there is almost no grain growth suppression

effectiveness of the thin film which is the description of this invention, and that it

is a different thing can understand invention and this invention of a publication

easily in the above-mentioned official report also from this viewpoint.

[0054] In addition, the method of adding elements, such as Au, Cu, Pd, and Rh,

to Ag, and improving endurance is indicated in JP,6-208732,A and USA6007889.

However, although corrosion resistance has improved by these approaches, it



was still inadequate for controlling aging of the structure of Ag alloy thin film.

[0055] In the above-mentioned Ag-rare-earth-elements alloy, since oxidation

resistance is raised further, it is the desirable mode which contains in total at

least one sort of elements further chosen from the group which consists of Au,

Cu, Pd, Mg, Ti, and Ta 0.5 to 5.0%. Compared with pure Ag, oxidation

resistance of Ag radical alloy thin film which added rare earth elements to Ag

improves as mentioned above, but when the above-mentioned element is added

to Ag-rare earth elements, there is a merit that oxidation resistance improves

further, controlling decline in the reflection factor by alloying. Generally, when

oxidation resistance was evaluated from the decrement of the reflection factor in

the about 780,650,405nm wavelength region which is the practical laser

wavelength used for optical information record, and these elements were added

0.5% or more in total, oxidation resistance improved
[
although the oxidation

resistance of an optical information record medium was estimated by the

decrement of a reflection factor, ], but when it exceeded 5%, compared with pure

Ag, it became clear that oxidation resistance falls. Incidentally, about the

wavelength of laser, although it was 780nm by the specification in front of time

cost (CD), it is expected by future specification (DVD) that it is set to 650nm, and

also blue laser (405nm) becomes a criterion by the next-generation specification

in 2002 and afterwards.



[0056] Although the operation by the above-mentioned element on an

anti-oxidation disposition is different a little with the class of element, controlling

in the range of Cu:0.5-5.0%, Au:0.5-5.0%, Pd:0.5-3.0%, Mg:0.5-3.0%,

Ti:0.5-3.0%, and Ta:0.5-3.0% is recommended. Among these, an operation on

an anti-oxidation disposition has the merit that cost sticks at a low price,

although Mg, Ti, and Ta are inferior compared with Cu, Au, and Pd. Moreover,

similarly, although an operation on an anti-oxidation disposition is seen,

noble-metals elements other than Au or Pd (Ru, Rh, Ir, etc.) also have high cost,

and it is not practical. In addition, these elements may be used independently,

and even if they use two or more sorts together, they are not cared about.

[0057] Although the reflecting layer for optical information record media of this

invention contains the above-mentioned component and is Remainder Ag, it is

the range which does not spoil an operation of this invention further, and may

add other components other than the above-mentioned component. For

example, noble metals and transition elements (except for what was mentioned

above), such as Pt, may be positively added for the purpose of property grant of

the improvement in a degree of hardness etc. Moreover, the impurity beforehand

contained in the gas constituents of 02 and N2 grade and the Ag-Cu radical

alloy which is a dissolution raw material may be contained.

[0058] In this invention, it is recommended that Ag radical alloy which consists of



the above (a) or a component presentation of (b) is formed by the sputtering

method. The improvement element [ as opposed to a substrate etc. the case of

the mode of element [(a), for example, the above used for this invention ] in

adhesion (Cu, Ti, Nd, W, Mo, Sn, germanium), Reflection property and

anti-oxidation disposition top element (Au, nickel, Y, Nd)] a solid-solution limit

[ as opposed to Ag at equilibrium ]
- very - being small (Au carrying out all rate

dissolution in addition) - in the thin film formed by the sputtering method It is

because the above-mentioned alloy element exists in homogeneity in Ag matrix,

consequently sulfuration-proof nature and adhesion improve remarkably

compared with the case where Ag radical alloy thin film is formed by the other

thin film forming methods, since non-balancing dissolution is attained by

gaseous-phase quenching of the sputtering method proper.

[0059] Moreover, it is desirable to use Ag radical alloy (henceforth "ingot Ag

radical alloy target material") produced with the dissolution and casting as

sputtering target material in the case of sputtering. Systematically, since

[ uniform and ] a sputtering yield and an outgoing radiation include angle are

uniform, this ingot Ag radical alloy target material is because the optical disk of

high performance is manufactured more, as a result of stabilizing Ag radical alloy

thin film (reflective metal layer) with a uniform component presentation and

being obtained. In addition, if the oxygen content of the above-mentioned ingot



Ag radical alloy target material is controlled to 100 ppm or less, since it will

become easy to hold a film formation rate uniformly and the amount of oxygen of

Ag radical alloy thin film film will also become low, it becomes possible to raise

remarkably the reflection factor of the Ag radical alloy thin film concerned, and

corrosion resistance (especially sulfuration-proof nature).

[0060] In addition, it is recommended that the reflecting layer of this invention

consists of a monolayer. In the reflective metal layer for optical information

record media, the reflective metal layer which consists of a configuration of those

other than monolayers, such as a thing of the two-layer type with which the

inorganic protective layer was covered on this metallic reflective layer, and a

thing of the two-layer type with which the laminating of the different metal thin

film on this metallic reflective layer was carried out, is also proposed. Among

these, when the former carries out the laminating of the inorganic protective

layer on a metallic reflective layer (Ag alloy thin film layer), and the latter, on the

other hand, carries out the laminating of two kinds of different metals or alloys

aiming at the endurance reservation under adjustment and heat and high

humidity of thermal conductivity, two or more demand characteristics which have

the relation of a trade-off will be satisfied to coincidence. However, in the case of

which, an inorganic protective layer or a different metal layer must be separately

formed on a metallic reflective layer, and a manufacturing cost (ingredient cost +



membrane formation cost) increases. On the other hand, the reflecting layer of

this invention is constituted like the above, and since it excels in many properties,

such as adhesion, a reflection property, and endurance (oxidation resistance),

and it is necessary not to dare consider as a two-layer type and a desired

property can be demonstrated with monolayer structure, there is not enough fear

of a manufacturing-cost rise at itself, either. Of course, with the meaning which

may make it the above-mentioned two-layer type, and eliminates the mode

concerned by this invention aiming at improvement in the further property, there

is never nothing.

[0061] Based on an example, this invention is explained in full detail below.

However, the following example does not restrict this invention and all the things

done for modification implementation in the range which does not deviate from

before and the after-mentioned meaning are included by the technical range of

this invention.

[0062]

[Example] The following examples 1-10 are examined centering on the Ag-Cu

system alloy thin film of the above (a). In addition, in these examples, the

reflection factor was measured using the Shimadzu visible ultraviolet

spectroscopy photometer (photometer A).

[0063] Example 1 this example estimated the adhesion of various Ag radical



alloy thin films by the patterning test.

[0064] first, Ag which consists of various component presentations shown in

Table 1 - duality - a radical alloy target (various alloy elements are contained

2.0%) - using - DC magnetron sputtering - a transparence polycarbonate resin

substrate (substrate size : 1mm in diameter [ of 50mm ], thickness) top - the

various kinds Ag with a thickness of 1000A - duality - the sample in which the

radical alloy thin film (reflective thin film layer) was formed was produced.

[0065] Next, adhesion was evaluated by processing the above-mentioned whole

sample surface into a stripe configuration with a width of face of 10 micrometers

by photolithography and wet etching, and observing the existence of exfoliation

of the stripe pattern after processing with an optical microscope. The result is

shown in Table 1

.

[0066]

[Table 1]
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[0067] Ag containing each component of [ Cu, Sn, germanium, and Nd ] Table 1

- duality - with a radical alloy, it turns out that no exfoliation is accepted over the

whole substrate surface, but it excels in adhesion extremely.

[0068] Example 2 this example estimated the adhesion of various Ag radical

alloy thin films by the peeling test.

[0069] first, except for having changed the magnitude of the resin substrate to be

used to substrate size: 12.7x1 2.7mm about the sample (except for Cu) accepted

that adhesion is good among the samples of an example 1 ~ an example 1 - the

same ~ carrying out ~ various kinds Ag - duality - the sample in which the



radical alloy thin film was formed was produced. Next, the peeling test was

carried out about the above-mentioned sample, and adhesion was quantitatively

evaluated by measuring the load at the time of exfoliation (tensile strength). A

metal jig is stuck, respectively and it fixes to a substrate [ of a sample ], and thin

film side, and about both metal jigs, a tension tester performs a tension test and,

specifically, the load (tensile strength) at the time of a thin film and a substrate

exfoliating from an interface is measured. In addition, by this example, although

adhesives were usually used for pasting immobilization of a metal jig, in order to

avoid that heat starts at the time of adhesion, room-temperature-setting type 2

acidity-or-alkalinity epoxy resin was used as adhesives. moreover, Ag which

contains other elements for a comparison - duality - it examined similarly about

the radical alloy thin film. These results are shown in Table 2.

[0070]

[Table 2]
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[0071] Ag accepted to be adhesion fitness from said example 1 among Table 2 -

duality - as for each radical alloy, tensile strength indicates very high adhesion

to be two or more 90 kgf/cm. On the other hand, with other Ag 2 Motoki alloys,

tensile strength was low and inferior to adhesion in each.

[0072] From these results, it was checked that each alloy radical of an Ag-Cu

radical, an Ag-Sn radical, an Ag-germanium radical, and an Ag-Nd radical is

extremely excellent in adhesion.

[0073] example 3 this example - Ag-Cu - duality - about the adhesion over the

substrate of a radical alloy thin film etc., various Cu additions were changed and

were investigated.

[0074] concrete - Ag-Cu - duality - a radical alloy target - using ~ an example

1 - the same - carrying out - Ag-Cu - duality ~ after creating the sample in



which the radical alloy thin film was formed, the peeling test was carried out like

the example 2 and adhesion was evaluated quantitatively. These results are

shown in drawing 4 .

[0075] Drawing 4 shows that the adhesion reinforcement (it is tensile strength in

case it exfoliates) to a substrate etc. tends to increase with the increment in Cu

addition with an Ag-Cu 2 Motoki alloy.

[0076] example 4 this example - various kinds Ag - duality - the reflection

factor of a radical alloy thin film and the reflection factor variation before and

behind a high-humidity/temperature trial were investigated.

[0077] first, the various kinds Ag shown in Table 3 -- duality - a radical alloy

target (an alloy element is contained 2.0%) - using - the same approach as an

example 1 - various Ag - duality - after producing the sample in which the

radical alloy thin film (reflective thin film layer) was formed, the reflection factor

(spectral reflectance) in the range of measurement wavelength:800-200nm was

measured. To Table 3, the reflection factor with a wavelength of 800nm in

various Ag radical alloy thin films and a reflection factor with a wavelength of

390nm are written together.

[0078]

[Table 3]
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[0079] Ag which contains Sn, germanium, Cu, Au, Y, and Nd 2.0% from Table 3,

respectively - duality ~ a radical alloy ~ each - the wavelength of 800nm ~ 90%

or more and the wavelength of 390nm - 70% or more of high reflection factor -

being shown - other Ag other than this - duality - it turned out that it has the

outstanding reflection factor comparable as a radical alloy, among these, Ag

which added each element of Sn, Cu, Au, Y, and Nd - duality - especially the

radical alloy had the high initial reflection factor (reflection factor of the thin film

immediately after forming membranes by sputtering).

[0080] Next, using the above-mentioned sample, the high-humidity/temperature



trial (it carries out at the temperature of 80 degrees C and 90% of humidity RH

for 48 hours) was performed as an environmental acceleration (load) trial, and

the corrosion resistance (oxidation resistance) of a reflective thin film layer was

evaluated. The reflection factor (spectral reflectance) of a reflective thin film layer

was measured about each sample after high-humidity/temperature test

termination, and, specifically, corrosion resistance (oxidation resistance) was

evaluated by computing the difference (namely, decrement of the reflection

factor after test termination) of the reflection factor before and behind a trial. The

reflection factor variation with a wavelength of 800nm when giving various Ag

radical alloy thin films to a high-humidity/temperature trial and reflection factor

variation with a wavelength of 390nm are shown in Table 4.

[0081]

[Table 4]
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[0082] Especially Ag radical alloy containing each element of Cu, Au, Y, and Nd

has little decrement of a reflection factor among the samples with which the

experiment was presented, and it turns out that it excels in corrosion resistance

(oxidation resistance) extremely.

[0083] In addition, if the result of above-mentioned Table 3 and 4 is taken into

consideration and it will carry out from a viewpoint of reservation of a high

reflection factor and high corrosion resistance (high oxidation resistance), it turns

out especially that use of Ag-Cu radical, Ag-Au radical, Ag-Y radical, and Ag-Nd

set each alloy thin film is desirable.



[0084] In example 5 this example, the initial reflection factor when changing

various additions of Cu and the reflection factor variation before and behind a

high-humidity/temperature trial were investigated in the 2 Motoki alloy thin film of

Ag-Cu.

[0085] In the detail, the reflection factor (spectral reflectance) in the range of

800-200nm measurement wavelength was measured about the

above-mentioned alloy thin film, changing the addition of an alloy element. The

reflection factor was measured from the reflective thin film layer side. The

relation of the initial reflection factor in an alloy addition and the wavelength of

700nm is shown in drawing 5 .

[0086] Consequently, in the Ag-Cu radical alloy, with addition of Cu, the initial

reflection factor increased gradually and became max near 1%, and when it

began to fall and, as for the reflection factor, Cu addition exceeded 3% after that,

compared with pure Ag, the reflection factor became low.

[0087] Next, about the above-mentioned sample, the same approach as an

example 4 estimated the corrosion resistance (oxidation resistance) of a

reflective thin film layer, and the relation between corrosion resistance and an

alloy element addition was investigated. The relation between the wavelength of

700nm and the reflection factor of 390nm, and an alloy element addition is

shown in drawing 6 about the Ag-Cu radical alloy thin film before and behind a



high-humidity/temperature trial.

[0088] Compared with pure Ag, a reflection factor decrement is small also about

which Ag radical alloy, and drawing 6 shows that corrosion resistance (oxidation

resistance) improves by alloying.

[0089] A reflection factor decrement with a wavelength of 700nm will become

small with addition of Cu in a detail, and the corrosion-resistant (oxidation

resistance) improvement effectiveness will be near saturated with an Ag-Cu

radical alloy 3%. Moreover, when the reflection factor decrement became large

conversely when it added further, the addition was less than 3% and oxidation

resistance exceeded 5% to improving compared with pure Ag although the

reflection factor decrement with a wavelength of 390nm became small with Cu

addition, compared with pure Ag, it turned out that oxidation resistance falls.

[0090] Therefore, in order to make a high reflection factor and both

oxidation-resistant properties provide, it turns out that it is desirable to control by

the Ag-Cu radical alloy in the range of Cu:0.5-5%.

[0091] In example 6 this example, the initial reflection factor and corrosion

resistance (oxidation resistance) when changing various Cu contents and Au

contents in an Ag-Cu-Au radical alloy were investigated.

[0092] The sample in which Ag-1.0%Cu-x% Au of 3 yuan radical alloy thin film

and Ag-1.0%Au-x% Cu of 3 yuan radical alloy thin film (x is an addition) were



formed was specifically produced by the same approach as an example 1 , and

the relation between various alloy thin films and an initial reflection factor was

investigated by the same approach as an example 4. The relation between the

addition of x and an initial reflection factor with a wavelength of 700nm is shown

in drawing 7 .

[0093] drawing 7 - Ag-1.0%Cu-x% Au of 3 yuan radical alloy - Ag-Au - duality

- the improvement effectiveness in a reflection factor by Au addition was

accepted like the case of a radical alloy. When the reflection factor of the alloy

concerned increased to the detail gradually with addition of Au, the reflection

factor became max near 1 % and it added further, although the reflection factor

tended to decrease, even if it added Au to 5% in general, 98% or more of very

high reflection factor was secured. On the other hand, although the reflection

factor of Ag alloy was decreasing with addition of Cu with Ag-1 .0%Au-x% Cu of 3

yuan radical alloy, even if it added Cu about 5%, 95% or more of high reflection

factor was secured.

[0094] Next, the corrosion resistance (oxidation resistance) of a reflecting layer

thin film was evaluated by the same approach as an example 4 about the

above-mentioned sample. The relation between the reflection factor variation in

the wavelength of 700mm before and behind a high-humidity/temperature trial

and the addition of Au or Cu is shown in drawing 8 .



[0095] Consequently, also in which 3 yuan radical alloy, the reflection factor

decrement was small compared with pure Ag and the 2 Motoki alloy of

Ag-Cu/Ag-Au, and it turned out that corrosion resistance (oxidation resistance)

improves by alloying.

[0096] In example 7 this example, the initial reflection factor and corrosion

resistance when changing various Au contents in an Ag-Cu-Au radical alloy

were investigated.

[0097] The sample in which Ag-0.8%Cu-x% Au of 3 yuan radical alloy thin film (x

is an addition) was formed was specifically produced by the same approach as

an example 1, and the relation between various alloy thin films and an initial

reflection factor was investigated by the same approach as an example 4. The

relation between the addition of x and an initial reflection factor with a

wavelength of 800nm is shown in drawing 9 .

[0098] From drawing 9 , even if it is changing the addition of Au in 0 - 1% of

range with the above-mentioned 3 yuan radical alloy, it has 95% or more of very

high reflection factor.

[0099] Next, about the above-mentioned sample, the sodium chloride

water-solution immersion test (electrolyte: 5%NaCI water solution,

temperaturexoom temperature) was carried out, and the corrosion resistance of

a reflecting layer thin film was evaluated. The relation between the reflection



factor variation in the wavelength of 800mm around sodium chloride

water-solution immersion 12 hours and Au addition is shown in drawing 10 .

[0100] With pure Ag and an Ag-Cu alloy (Au content is the alloy of 0), to a thing

with a large reflection factor decrement, a reflection factor decrement is very

small and drawing 10 shows excelling in corrosion resistance extremely with the

Ag-Cu-Au radical alloy which added Au. When Au was added 0.2% or more,

most reflection factor decrements were not looked at by the detail.

[0101] In example 8 this example, the adhesion over the initial reflection factor of

the 4 yuan radical alloy thin film which added the fourth component into the

Ag-0.8%Cu-1.0%Au radical alloy, corrosion resistance (oxidation resistance), a

substrate, etc. was investigated.

[0102] By the same approach as an example 1, the sample in which the various

Ag radical alloy thin film (what each element of Nd, Sn, and germanium was

changed in 0 - 5% of range, and was added as the fourth component) of 4 yuan

shown in drawing 11 was formed was produced, and, specifically, the relation

between various alloy thin films and an initial reflection factor was investigated.

The relation between the addition of the fourth component and an initial

reflection factor with a wavelength of 700nm is shown in drawing 1

1

.

[0103] Although the inclination for a reflection factor to fall gradually by addition

of the fourth component also in which alloy from drawing 1

1

was seen, even if it



was the case where the fourth component concerned was added 5%, 85% or

more of high reflection factor was maintainable. Therefore, it turns out as the

fourth component that addition of the above-mentioned element is useful. In

addition, when the fourth component was Sn, the reflection factor fall was the

smallest and, subsequently was the sequence of Nd and germanium.

[0104] Next, the corrosion resistance (oxidation resistance) of a reflecting layer

thin film was evaluated by the same approach as an example 4 about the

above-mentioned sample. The relation between the reflection factor variation in

the wavelength of 700mm before and behind a high-humidity/temperature trial

and the addition of the fourth component is shown in drawing 12 .

[0105] With the alloy which added the fourth element of the above in the

desirable range of this invention, the reflection factor decrement did not change,

or was very small, and drawing 12 showed having good oxidation resistance.

[0106] Example 9 this example estimated the adhesion of Ag radical alloy thin

film of 4 yuan by the patterning test.

[0107] After producing the sample which specifically formed the various Ag

radical alloy thin film of 4 yuan shown in Table 5 by the same approach as an

example 1 , the adhesion test by the patterning test was carried out by the same

approach as an example 1. To Table 5, the exfoliation situation of a stripe

pattern over the above-mentioned Ag radical alloy thin film of 4 yuan is written



together.

[0108]

[Table 5]
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[0109] A table shows no exfoliation being accepted over the whole substrate

surface, but excelling in adhesion extremely in Ag radical alloy thin film which

added each element of Sn, germanium, and Nd.

[0110] Example 10 this example estimated the adhesion of Ag radical alloy thin

film of 4 yuan by the peeling test.

[01 1 1] The peeling test was carried out by the same approach as an example 2,

and, specifically, the same approach as an example 1 estimated adhesion

quantitatively, after producing the sample in which the 4 yuan radical alloy thin



film (X is each element of Sn, germanium, and Nd) of various

Ag-0.8%Cu-1.0%Au-X shown in drawing 13 was formed. The result is shown in

drawing 13 .

[0112] Drawing 13 showed that the adhesion reinforcement (tensile strength at

the time of exfoliating) of Ag radical alloy increased with addition of the fourth

element, and adhesion improved compared with the Ag-Cu-Au radical alloy of 3

yuan, and pure Ag.

[0113] The following examples 11-15 are examined centering on

Ag-rare-earth-elements alloy thin film of the above (b). In addition, in these

examples, the reflection factor was measured using the Model810

reconstruction machine made from Neoark (photometer B).

[0114] In example 11 this example, change of the diameter of crystal grain

before and behind an environmental test was observed using the transmission

electron microscope (TEM).

[01 15] The sample in which various with a thickness of 1500A thin film (reflective

thin film layer), i.e., pure Ag, pure Au, and Ag-0.9%Cu-1.0%Au, Ag-0.5%Nd, and

Ag-0.5%Nd-0.9%Cu-1.0% Au of each alloy thin film was formed on the

transparence polycarbonate resin substrate (substrate size : 1mm in the

diameter of 50mm, thickness) was used, using DC magnetron sputtering as an

observation sample. In addition, the conditions of an environmental test were



made into temperature [ of 80 degrees C ], 90% [ of humidity ], and holding-time

48 hours. These results are shown in drawing 14 -23, respectively. Among these,

the photograph in which the particle size before a high-humidity/temperature trial

[ in / in drawing 14 / pure Ag ] is shown, The photograph in which the particle size

after a high-humidity/temperature trial [ in / in drawing 15 / pure Ag ] is shown,

the photograph in which the particle size before a high-humidity/temperature trial

[ in / in drawing 16 / pure Au ] is shown, The photograph in which the particle size

after a high-humidity/temperature trial [ in / in drawing 17 / pure Au ] is shown,

the photograph in which the particle size before a high-humidity/temperature trial

[ in / in drawing 18 / Ag-0.9%Cu-1 .0% Au ] is shown, The photograph in which

the particle size after a high-humidity/temperature trial [ in / in drawing 19 /

Ag-0.9%Cu-1.0% Au ] is shown, The photograph in which the particle size

before a high-humidity/temperature trial [ in / in drawing 20 / Ag-0.5% Nd ] is

shown, The photograph in which the particle size after a

high-humidity/temperature trial [ in / in drawing 21 / Ag-0.5% Nd ] is shown, The

photograph and drawing 23 which show the particle size before a

high-humidity/temperature trial [ in / in drawing 22 / Ag-0.5%Nd-0.9%Cu-1.0%

Au ] are a photograph in which the particle size after the

high-humidity/temperature trial in Ag-0.5%Nd-0.9%Cu-1.0% Au is shown.

[0116] Drawing shows that the diameter of crystal grain is growing greatly to



about about 5 times to that ( drawing 16 and 17) as which change of the

diameter of crystal grain is hardly regarded before and after an environmental

test with a pure Ag thin film ( drawing 14 and 15) and an Ag-0.9%Cu-1.0%Au

thin film ( drawing 18 and 19) with a pure Au thin film. On the other hand, in the

Ag-0.5%Nd thin film ( drawing 20 and 21) which added rare earth elements to Ag,

and an Ag-0.5%Nd-0.9%Cu-1.0%Au thin film ( drawing 22 and 23), it turns out

that there is almost no change of the diameter of crystal grain before and behind

a trial, and grain growth of Ag radical alloy thin film is remarkably controlled by

addition of rare earth elements.

[0117] In example 12 this example, it investigated about environmental-test time

amount and the correlation of the diameter of crystal grain.

[0118] The various samples shown in drawing 24 like an example 11 were

produced, and the diameter of crystal grain was computed with the TEM image.

The result is shown in drawing 24 .

[0119] Even if the holding time increased, with Ag alloy which added elements

other than rare earth elements to there being almost no change of the diameter

of crystal grain, the diameter of crystal grain increased remarkably each of

Ag-1% Nd which added rare earth elements among various Ag alloys, and

Ag-1%Y as the holding time increased. Also in pure Ag, although the diameter of

crystal grain increases with the increment in the holding time, when Au, Cu, In,



Zn, and Sn are especially added to Ag, compared with pure Ag, the diameter of

crystal grain is increasing remarkably. However, when Nd is added in these

elements (for example, Ag-1%Nd-1%Cu-1%Au alloy), since most change of the

diameter of crystal grain is not seen, it turns out that the particle-size increase

depressor effect by rare earth elements is very large.

[0120] example 13 this example - various kinds Ag - duality - it investigated

about the correlation of the element addition in a radical alloy thin film, and the

diameter of crystal grain before and behind an environmental test.

[0121] The various samples shown in drawing 25 like an example 11 were

produced, and the diameter of crystal grain was computed with the TEM image.

The result is shown in drawing 25 .

[0122] From drawing, as for rare earth elements (Nd, Y), the diameter increase

depressant action of crystal grain is notably seen compared with other elements.

Although each of such operations is demonstrated by 0.1% of addition, even if it

adds them more than it, it turns out that the operation concerned is saturated.

[0123] example 14 this example - various kinds Ag - duality - the correlation of

the element addition and initial reflection factor in a radical alloy thin film was

investigated.

[0124] the same approach as an example 11 - various Ag - duality - after

producing the sample in which the radical alloy thin film (reflective thin film layer)



was formed, the reflection factor (spectral reflectance) in the range of 650nm

measurement wavelength was measured. The result is shown in drawing 26 .

[0125] Even if it added Au and Cu, from drawing, the reflection factor fell in

proportion to the addition by other elements to most decline in a reflection factor

not being seen. In addition, although it is made into criteria for an initial reflection

factor to be comparable as pure Au (85.8% of initial reflection factors) currently

used for the present condition, DVD, etc., if it carries out from this viewpoint, it

will be recommended that the addition of rare earth elements controls each

addition of 3.0% or less, and Ti, Mg and Ta to 2.0% or less.

[0126] Example 15 this example estimated the corrosion resistance in the Ag-Nd

radical alloy thin film of various presentations. Corrosion resistance (oxidation

resistance) investigated and evaluated the amount of falls of the reflection factor

before and behind a high-humidity/temperature trial (the temperature of 80

degrees C, 90% of humidity, holding-time 48 hours). The reflection factor

(wavelength of 650nm) of a reflective thin film layer was measured about each

sample after high-humidity/temperature test termination, and, specifically,

corrosion resistance (oxidation resistance) was evaluated by computing the

difference (namely, decrement of the reflection factor after test termination) of

the reflection factor before and behind a trial. These results are shown in Table 6.

While writing together the corrosion resistance of pure Au and pure Ag by



reference, the corrosion resistance in the Ag-Y alloy thin film which added Y

instead of Nd was also written together.

[0127]

[Table 6]

{%) (%)
85.8 85.1 -0.7

MAr 90.5 83.5 -7.0

Ag-1%Nd 89.0 87.1 -1.9

AR-1%Y 89.5 87.4 -2.1

As-1%Nd-1%Au 88.8 87.7 -1.1

1 As—1%Nd-1%Cu 88.6 87.4 -1.2

i
Ae-1%Nd-1%Pd 86.7 85.5 -1.2

Ac-1%Nd-1%Me 86,2 84.4 -1.8

Ag-1%Nd-1%Ti 86.4 84.8 -1.6

Ag-1%Nd-1%Ta 86.1 84.5 -1.6

[0128] With the alloy which in the case of pure Ag the amount of reflection factor

falls fell greatly with -7.0%, and was inferior to corrosion resistance, but added

Nd and Y to Ag, the amount of reflection factor falls is [ about ]. -Becoming 2.0%,

corrosion resistance improves. Furthermore, with the alloy which added Ti, Mg,

and Ta to Ag-Nd, corrosion resistance improves further and it turns out that

corrosion resistance is improved further further in the alloy which added Au, Cu,

and Pd.

[0129]

[Effect of the Invention] since it is constituted as mentioned above and increase

of the diameter of crystal grain which is excellent in the adhesion over other thin



films which constitute disk substrates (polycarbonate substrate etc.) and a disk

not to mention having a high reflection factor, or originates in diffusion of Ag is

controlled, the reflecting layer of this invention for optical information record

media was able to boil markedly the engine performance and the dependability

of an optical information record medium (each optical disk of a read-in mold, a

postscript mold, and a rewriting mold), and was able to raise them. Moreover,

the sputtering target of this invention also does so the merit that the reflective

thin film layer excellent also in many properties, such as adhesion besides the

merit that the component presentation of the reflective thin film layer which is

suitably used when forming the above-mentioned reflecting layer for optical

information record media by sputtering, and is formed becomes easy to be

stabilized, structural stability, a reflection property, and corrosion resistance

(especially oxidation resistance), is obtained efficiently. Especially the optical

information record medium of this invention is useful to the optical information

record medium except a magneto-optic-recording medium.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]



[Drawing 1] Drawing 1 is the mimetic diagram showing the basic structure of the

optical disk only for read in.

[Drawing 2] Drawing 2 is the mimetic diagram showing the basic structure of a

write once optical disk.

[Drawing 3] Drawing 3 is the mimetic diagram showing the basic structure of a

rewriting mold optical disk.

[Drawing 4] Drawing 4 is a graph which shows an alloy element addition and the

relation of an exfoliation load about Ag radical alloy reflective thin film layer of an

example 3.

[Drawing 5] Drawing 5 is a graph which shows the relation between an alloy

element addition and an initial reflection factor about Ag radical alloy reflective

thin film layer of an example 5.

[Drawing 6] Drawing 6 is a graph which shows the relation between Cu addition

and a reflection factor decrement about Ag radical alloy reflective thin film layer

of an example 5.

[Drawing 7] Drawing 7 is a graph which shows the addition of the third

component, and the relation of an initial reflection factor about Ag radical alloy

[ of 3 yuan ] reflective thin film layer of an example 6.

[Drawing 8] Drawing 8 is a graph which shows the relation between the addition

of the third component, and a reflection factor decrement about Ag radical alloy



[ of 3 yuan ] reflective thin film layer of an example 6.

[Drawing 9] Drawing 9 is a graph which shows the addition of Au, and the

relation of an initial reflection factor about the Ag-Cu-Au alloy reflective thin film

layer of an example 7.

[Drawing 10] Drawing 10 is a graph which shows the relation between the

addition of Au, and a reflection factor decrement about the Ag-Cu-Au alloy

reflective thin film layer of an example 7.

[Drawing 11] Drawing 11 is a graph which shows the addition of the fourth

component, and the relation of an initial reflection factor about Ag radical alloy

[ of 4 yuan ] reflective thin film layer of an example 8.

[Drawing 12] Drawing 12 is a graph which shows the relation between the

addition of the fourth component, and a reflection factor decrement about Ag

radical alloy [ of 4 yuan ] reflective thin film layer of an example 8.

[Drawing 13] Drawing 13 is a graph which shows the addition of the fourth

component, and the relation of tensile strength about Ag radical alloy [ of 4

yuan ] reflective thin film layer of an example 10.

[Drawing 14] Drawing 14 is a photograph in which the particle size before the

high-humidity/temperature trial in pure Ag is shown.

[Drawing 15] Drawing 15 is a photograph in which the particle size after the

high-humidity/temperature trial in pure Ag is shown.



[Drawing 16] Drawing 16 is a photograph in which the particle size before the

high-humidity/temperature trial in pure Au is shown.

[Drawing 17] Drawing 17 is a photograph in which the particle size after the

high-humidity/temperature trial in pure Au is shown.

[Drawing 18] Drawing 18 is a photograph in which the particle size before the

high-humidity/temperature trial in Ag-0.9%Cu-1 .0% Au is shown.

[Drawing 19] Drawing 19 is a photograph in which the particle size after the

high-humidity/temperature trial in Ag-0.9%Cu-1.0% Au is shown.

[Drawing 20] Drawing 20 is a photograph in which the particle size before the

high-humidity/temperature trial in Ag-0.5% Nd is shown.

[Drawing 21] Drawing 21 is a photograph in which the particle size after the

high-humidity/temperature trial in Ag-0.5% Nd is shown.

[Drawing 22] Drawing 22 is a photograph in which the particle size before the

high-humidity/temperature trial in Ag-0.5%Nd-0.9%Cu-1 .0% Au is shown.

[Drawing 23] Drawing 23 is a photograph in which the particle size after the

high-humidity/temperature trial in Ag-0.5%Nd-0.9%Cu-1 .0% Au is shown.

[Drawing 24] Drawing 24 is a graph which shows the relation between the

environmental-test time amount in various Ag alloy thin films, and the diameter

of crystal grain.

[Drawing 25] Drawing 25 is a graph which shows the element addition in various



Ag alloy thin films, and the relation of the diameter of crystal grain.

[Drawing 26] Drawing 26 is a graph which shows the relation between the

element addition in various Ag alloy thin films, and an initial reflection factor.

[Description of Notations]

1 Polycarbonate Base

2 Translucent Reflecting Layer

3 Glue Line

4 Reflecting Layer

5 UV Hardening Resin Protective Layer

6 Organic-Coloring-Matter Layer

7 Dielectric Layer

8 Recording Layer
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(54) OPTICAL INFORMATION RECORDING MEDIUM

(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a phase change type optical recording

medium which has an excellent error rate for recording after the medium is

stored for a long time in a severe environment and which shows little changes in

jitters, signal modulation or the like in recording after the medium is stored for a

long time in a severe environment from those of the medium before the storage.

SOLUTION: The medium has at least a dielectric protective layer, phase change

type recording layer, diffusion preventing layer, and reflection layer having Ag as

the main component formed on the substrate. The diffusion preventing layer

consists of a material essentially consisting of such elements that both of the

solid solubility of the elements in Ag and the solid solubility of Ag in the elements

are <5 at.%. The film density of the diffusion preventing layer is £90% of the bulk

density.
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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] A dielectric protective layer, a phase change mold recording layer, a

diffusion prevention layer, and the reflecting layer that uses Ag as a principal

component are prepared at least on a substrate. And this diffusion prevention

layer In the medium for optical information record which consists of an ingredient

which uses the element below pentatomic % as a principal component whenever

[ whenever / dissolution / of this diffusion prevention layer element to Ag /, and, /

dissolution / of Ag to this diffusion prevention layer element / both ]
- although -

The medium for optical information record characterized by the film consistency

of this diffusion prevention layer being 90% or more of a bulk consistency.

[Claim 2] This diffusion prevention layer is a medium for optical information

record according to claim 1 characterized by consisting of an ingredient which

uses as a principal component the element chosen from the group which

consists of Ta, nickel, Cr, Co, Si, W, and V.

[Claim 3] The medium for optical information record according to claim 1 or 2

characterized by the thickness of this diffusion prevention layer being 20nm or

less.

[Claim 4] The medium for optical information record according to claim 3



characterized by the thickness of this diffusion prevention layer being less than

8nm more greatly than 1nm.

[Claim 5] The medium for optical information record of claim 1-4 characterized

by this diffusion prevention layer consisting of an ingredient which uses Ta as a

principal component given in any 1 term.

[Claim 6] The medium for optical information record of claim 1 -5 characterized

by producing this diffusion prevention layer by the sputtering method 0.4Pa [ of

spatter **
] or less given in any 1 term.

[Claim 7] This diffusion prevention layer is the medium for optical information

record of claim 1-6 characterized by consisting of the metal or alloy which uses

as a principal component the element chosen from the group which consists of

Ta, nickel, Cr, Co, Si, W, and V given in any 1 term.

[Claim 8] as a recording layer - yM(SbxTe 1-x)1-y (however, 0.6< x<0.9, 0.7<

y<1, and M -- germanium -) Ag, In, Ga, Zn, Sn, Si, Cu, Au, Pd, Pt, Pb, The

medium for optical information record of claim 1-7 characterized by using the

phase change mold recording layer which uses as a principal component the at

least one-sort alloy chosen from Cr, Co, O, S, Se, V, Nb, and Ta given in any 1

term.

[Claim 9] This diffusion prevention layer is the medium for optical information

record of claim 1-8 characterized by being prepared in contact with the reflecting



layer which uses Ag as a principal component given in any 1 term.

[Claim 10] It is the medium for optical information record which it has on a

substrate a dielectric protective layer, a phase change mold recording layer, a

dielectric protective layer, a diffusion prevention layer, and the reflecting layer

that uses Ag as a principal component in this order, and this diffusion prevention

layer consists of the metal or the alloy which uses as a principal component the

element choose from the group which consists of Ta, nickel, Cr, Co, Si, W, and V,

and is characterize by for a film consistency to are 90% or more of a bulk

consistency

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the rewritable medium for optical

information record using a phase change record ingredient of high recording

density (it may be hereafter called an optical recording medium for short). Also

when it records after carrying out the mothball of the optical recording medium

under a harsh environment especially, it is related with a phase change mold



optical recording medium excellent in the optical-recording-medium property.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Many of conventional phase change mold optical

recording media consist of lamination which prepared the protective layer, the

recording layer, the protective layer, and the reflecting layer in this order on a

substrate, these each class is mainly formed using the sputtering method, and

the UV-cured resin layer is further prepared on it. In order that preparing a

reflecting layer may enlarge signal amplitude, using optical cross protection

more positively, it is for making it function as a heat dissipation layer, and, in the

case of a phase change medium, is because a supercooling condition required

to be stabilized and form an amorphous mark is easy to be acquired. For this

reason, as a reflecting layer, the metal of a high reflection factor and high

temperature conductivity is desirable, and Au, Ag, aluminum, etc. are mentioned

as a metal used concretely. Although Ag is excellent in a reflection factor and

thermal conductivity in these metals and it has an advantage also at the ease of

film production, and economical efficiency, depending on the component of the

protective layer which touches another side and a reflecting layer, it may be

uncongenial and bad influences, such as a fall of a recording characteristic, may

be produced.

[0003] Then, as a metal of the reflecting layer of the conventional usual phase



change optical recording medium, aluminum alloy which did 0.5- pentatomic %

addition of Ta, Ti, Cr, Mo, Mg, Zr, V, Nb, etc. is common to aluminum. However,

in the case of this aluminum alloy, there is a problem that aging of an

optical-recording-medium property is large. When it records after carrying out

the mothball especially of the optical recording medium under a harsh

environment, there is a problem of differing from it before record sensibility, a

record signal modulation factor, etc. saving greatly. The thermal conductivity of

aluminum alloy becomes small, the reason does not have the enough cooling

rate of the mark section, and since an amorphous mark is recrystallization, it is

considered to be because it to become small. Furthermore, when it records after

carrying out the mothball of the optical recording medium using aluminum alloy

as reflective film under a harsh environment, it has the problem that a signal

modulation factor is small and a jitter is large as compared with an early property.

[0004] The attempt which, on the other hand, uses Ag more desirable than

aluminum alloy for a reflecting layer on the ease of carrying out and the financial

side of film formation is also made. That is, the price of Ag as a sputtering target

is comparatively cheap, and discharge is stable, and it is [ a membrane

formation rate is quick, and ] stable in air, and is because a reflection factor and

the property excellent also in the field of thermal conductivity are moreover

shown. However, when having touched, the reflecting layer of Ag, and the layer



containing the element which is easy to diffuse in Ag film, for example, a

protective layer, there is a fault which the phenomenon in which the thermal

conductivity of Ag becomes small sharply produces. As an element which is

easy to diffuse in Ag, although it is aluminum, S, etc., for example, ZnS-Si02 is

used for the protective layer of a phase change mold optical recording medium

in many cases. So, when using the protective layer which consists of the

reflecting layer and ZnS-Si02 of Ag, the attempt which stops aging of a

recording characteristic is proposed by preparing in Ag the diffusion prevention

layer which consists of Ta to which diffusion of an element cannot take place

easily, nickel, etc. at the side to which the reflecting layer of Ag touches a

protective layer (JP,11-238253,A).

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, when it recorded after

carrying out the mothball of the optical recording medium which prepared the

diffusion prevention layer which consists of Ta, nickel, etc. in contact with Ag

reflective film under a harsh environment, it had the problem that an error rate

was high. Offering a small phase change mold optical recording medium has

change of a jitter, a signal modulation factor, etc. by record before and after the

purpose is excellent in the error rate at the time of recording after carrying out

the mothball of the optical recording medium under a harsh environment by



having been made in order that this invention might solve the above-mentioned

trouble and carrying out the mothball of the optical recording medium under a

harsh environment, this invention persons completed a header and this invention

for the ability to attain by making the film consistency of a diffusion prevention

layer high, as a result of examining wholeheartedly a property, film production

conditions, etc. of a diffusion prevention layer in the above-mentioned technique

of using Ag reflective film, in order to attain the above-mentioned purpose.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem] This invention is what offers the phase change

mold optical recording medium which is excellent in the recording characteristic

also after carrying out a mothball under a harsh environment. The summary A

dielectric protective layer, a phase change mold recording layer, a diffusion

prevention layer, and the reflecting layer that uses Ag as a principal component

are prepared at least on a substrate. And this diffusion prevention layer In the

medium for optical information record which consists of an ingredient which uses

the element below pentatomic % as a principal component whenever [ whenever

/ dissolution / of this diffusion prevention layer element to Ag /, and, / dissolution /

of Ag to this diffusion prevention layer element / both ]
- although - It consists in

the medium for optical information record characterized by the film consistency

of this diffusion prevention layer being 90% or more of a bulk consistency.



[0007] As a desirable mode of the medium for optical information record of this

invention, this diffusion prevention layer It consists of the element chosen from

the group which consists of Ta, nickel, Cr, Co, Si, W, and V, especially an

ingredient which uses Ta as a principal component, for example, a metal, and an

alloy, and 20nm or less of the thickness is less than 8nm more greatly than

especially 1 nm, It is mentioned that this diffusion prevention layer is produced by

the sputtering method 0.4Pa [ of spatter **
] or less. As a recording layer (SbxTe

1-x) yM1-y (however, 0.6< x<0.9, 0.7< y<1, and M ~ germanium --) Using the

phase change mold recording layer which uses as a principal component the at

least one-sort alloy chosen from Ag, In, Ga, Zn, Sn, Si, Cu, Au, Pd, Pt, Pb, Cr,

Co, O, S, Se, V, Nb, and Ta is mentioned. This diffusion prevention layer is

prepared in contact with the reflecting layer which uses Ag as a principal

component. Furthermore, as a suitable medium for optical information record It

has on a substrate a dielectric protective layer, a phase change mold recording

layer, a dielectric protective layer, a diffusion prevention layer, and the reflecting

layer that uses Ag as a principal component in this order. This diffusion

prevention layer It consists of the metal or alloy which uses as a principal

component the element chosen from the group which consists of Ta, nickel, Cr,

Co, Si, W, and V, and that whose film consistency is 90% or more of a bulk

consistency is mentioned.



[0008]

[Embodiment of the Invention] The phase change mold optical recording

medium of this invention consists of lamination which prepared the diffusion

prevention layer between the sides to which this reflecting layer touches a

dielectric protective layer, i.e., a reflecting layer and a dielectric protective layer,

using the reflecting layer which uses Ag as a principal component, and it is [ the

diffusion prevention layer
]
indispensable to have a specific film consistency.

Although an error rate becomes high in the optical recording medium which

taking the above-mentioned lamination in a phase change mold optical recording

medium is known, and this invention continued at the long period of time, and

was saved under the harsh environment when it records after that An error rate

has a diffusion prevention layer, and especially the film consistency and close

relation, and is based on new knowledge that aggravation of an error rate is

improved greatly by making the film consistency of a diffusion prevention layer

into 90% or more of beyond a predetermined value, i.e., a bulk consistency.

[0009] Formation of the diffusion prevention layer of an optical recording medium

is performed by carrying out sputtering of the target ingredient which forms the

film. Although there are various methods in sputtering, the magnetron method

currently used widely although each class of an optical recording medium is

formed now can be used. Although sputtering changes also with classes of



target material, it is usually performed by 0.1-1 Pa **. High pressure is adopted

more as it usually being performed near 0.5Pa of spatter **, and stabilizing

discharge, since sputtering in low voltage is in the inclination for discharge not to

be stabilized generally in many cases. Under inert atmospheres, such as Ar and

Ne, when forming the film by sputtering, in order to enlarge a film consistency,

technique, such as making small distance of the target and substrate which

make the pressure of sputtering low and which enlarge spatter power, can be

considered. Also in such technique, it is effective in sputtering in low voltage

raising a film consistency especially in many cases. Also in this invention, spatter

** for forming a diffusion prevention layer usually sets to about 0.1-0.8Pa, and

the optimal range is chosen also depending on the class of target, or other

sputtering conditions. Although it makes it indispensable for the diffusion

prevention layer of this invention to have 90% or more of film consistency of a

high film consistency, i.e., a bulk consistency, the film of such high density can

be easily formed on the occasion of film formation by carrying out with the low

voltage of 0.4Pa or less of spatter **.

[0010] In JP,11-238253,A, if it is further made high pressure and spatter **
will

take into consideration usually being carried out by 0.1-1 Pa, and the fact by

which discharge is stabilized although the production conditions of the diffusion

prevention layer membrane by sputtering are not specified, formation of the



sputtering film will be produced by a little higher pressure, and it will be thought

that the film consistency has high possibility of not filling to 90%. In the optical

recording medium which formed the diffusion prevention layer by 0.55Pa of

spatter **, an error rate is not highly desirable so that clearly from the

below-mentioned example of a comparison, on the other hand, the pressure as

which according to the trial of this invention persons the result by which that film

consistency becomes larger than the case of 0.55Pa, and an error rate is also

improved is obtained when the lower pressure of 0.3Pa is adopted, but this

pressure is usually adopted - comparing - ****** - it is a low pressure. Under an

inert gas ambient atmosphere, although the diffusion prevention layer which has

90% or more of film consistency of the bulk consistency of this invention is

formed by 0.4Pa or less of spatter **, it can form the film of 93.5% or more of

high density of a bulk consistency further by carrying out a spatter by 0.3Pa or

less.

[0011] Moreover, although the effect whose film consistency of a diffusion

prevention layer exerts this invention persons on a recording characteristic

appeared to an error rate notably like the above, it checked hardly influencing to

the value of the jitter which is one of the properties. Therefore, though the

property of an optical recording medium was estimated by JP,11-238253,A by

measurement of a jitter, since the measurement about an error rate is not made,



about the effectiveness exerted on the recording characteristic of a film

consistency, not being taken into consideration at all is clear. When the film is

produced to the substrate which area (cm2) understands, a film consistency can

measure the variation (g) and thickness (cm) of weight of a substrate before and

behind film production, and can compute them from a degree type.

[Equation 1] Film consistency =(weight variation)/(substrate area) (x (thickness))

Moreover, the bulk consistency of the metal of a film formation ingredient can

use a reference value (for example, physicochemistry lexicon). Even if it is the

case where an impurity is mixed, a value with a high precision is acquired by

[0012] In addition to the film consistency of a diffusion prevention layer affecting

an error rate, depending on the ingredient of a diffusion prevention layer, the

thickness may have a bad influence on an optical property, for example, a signal

modulation factor, by absorption of incident light etc. For the reason, it is

desirable for the reflection factor of the ingredient of a diffusion prevention layer

to make the thickness thin, when comparatively small compared with Ag, and it

is usually 20nm or less. Although a metal with whenever [ dissolution-with Ag /

small as an ingredient of a diffusion prevention layer ], for example, Ta, nickel,

etc., is used, since it is small as compared with Ag, aluminum, etc., if, as for

these metals, the thickness of a diffusion prevention layer becomes [ a reflection



factor ] large, it will become disadvantageous optically. It is thought that the

reason is since a diffusion prevention layer absorbs incidence laser light and it

becomes impossible to use the part effective in a signal modulation factor etc.,

or because it becomes the heat distribution to which a recrystallization part

becomes large by the laser absorption of light of a diffusion prevention layer, and

a mark becomes small. When the effect of an error rate, a signal modulation

factor, etc. on a diffusion prevention layer is taken into consideration, the optical

recording medium which was excellent in especially the signal modulation factor

in the film pressure the request value, i.e., by being referred to as less than 8nm

more greatly than 1nm, can be produced.

[0013] On the other hand, although a signal modulation factor can also be

enlarged by adjusting the thickness of a recording layer or a dielectric protective

layer, a repeat recording characteristic usually gets worse in that case. So, in

order to satisfy all the properties for which optical recording media, such as

aging of an optical recording medium, a signal modulation factor, and a repeat

recording characteristic, are asked, it is desirable to make thickness of a

diffusion prevention layer to some extent thin. When too thin, it stops however,

playing the role of a diffusion prevention layer, the case where all optical

recording intermediation properties, such as aging of an optical recording

medium, a signal modulation factor, and a repeat recording characteristic, are



taken into consideration for these reasons - whenever [ whenever / dissolution /

of this diffusion prevention layer element to Ag /, and, / dissolution / of Ag to this

diffusion prevention layer element / both ]
-- although - as for the thickness of

the diffusion prevention layer which consists of an ingredient which uses the

element below pentatomic % as a principal component, it is desirable that it is

more greatly [ than 1nm ] smaller than 8nm. It is 1.5-7nm more preferably.

[0014] the ingredient which forms a diffusion prevention layer - whenever

[ whenever / to Ag of a diffusion prevention layer element / dissolution /, and, / to

the diffusion prevention layer element of Ag / dissolution / both ]
- although - it

is the ingredient which uses the element below pentatomic % as a principal

component. About the metallic element which fulfills this condition, it is decided

with reference to the binary-system-alloy state diagram of this metal, and the

binary-system-alloy state diagram is well-known as stated to JP,11-238253,A

(see "Constitution of Binary Alloys", and (Max Hansen and Kurt Anderko, second

edition (1985), Genium Publishing Corporation, New York)). As an ingredient of

a diffusion prevention layer, it is hard to be spread in Ag reflecting layer, and as

long as what fulfills conditions, like adhesion with a reflecting layer and a

dielectric protective layer is good is desirable and fulfills these conditions, it can

choose from various compounds, such as a metal, a semi-conductor, a metallic

oxide, a metal nitride, metallic carbide, semi-conductor oxide, a semi-conductor



nitride, semi-conductor carbide, and amorphous carbon, or such mixture suitably,

and can use.

[0015] As a metal fulfills the above-mentioned conditions, and forms neither Ag

and the solid solution of a reflecting layer, nor a compound, but itself excels

[ metal ] also in stability as an ingredient of a diffusion prevention layer when

using a metal or an alloy Although silicon, nickel, a tantalum, cobalt, chromium, a

tungsten, and vanadium are mentioned, specifically In order to harness the

optical property of a reflecting layer, it is desirable that absorption selects a small

thing on the laser wavelength used if possible, and these metals can be

prepared as a thin film. In these, a tantalum and nickel do not produce problems,

such as exfoliation by the internal stress of a thin film, but since stability is good,

it is desirable, and since the uniform film can tend to do especially a tantalum

even if thickness is thin, when diffusion prevention layer membrane thickness is

10nm or less, a tantalum is the most desirable. A diffusion prevention layer may

also contain impurity elements of below 10at(s).% extent, such as Cr, Mo, Mg, Zr,

V, Ag, In, Ga, Zn, Sn, Si, Cu, Au, Pd, Pt, Pb, Cr, Co, O, Se, V, Nb, and Ti.

[0016] As an ingredient of a diffusion prevention layer, when using a compound,

it is chosen out of a metal or the oxide of a semi-conductor, a nitride, carbide, or

amorphous carbon, itself is a stable compound, and when it has especially a

phase change mold recording layer, it is desirable that the melting point is a



heat-resistant compound 1000 degrees C or more. As a concrete compound,

silicon oxide, silicon nitride, silicon carbide, tantalum oxide, cerium oxide, a

lanthanum trioxide, yttrium oxide, an aluminum oxide, a silver oxide, etc. are

mentioned as a desirable ingredient. Moreover, highly transparent amorphous

hydrogenation carbon is mentioned as amorphous carbon. In these, desirable

especially a desirable thing is silicon oxide at the point which can also play a role

of a dielectric protective coat at the same time silicon oxide and tantalum oxide

form a diffusion prevention layer.

[0017] Other layer structure parts which constitute the medium for optical

information record of this invention are explained below. In the medium for

optical information record of this invention, although a substrate is approached

and formed in either a protective layer or a reflecting layer, as a substrate,

transparence resin, such as a polycarbonate, an acrylic, and polyolefine, or

glass can be used. In these, a polycarbonate also has a track record, it is cheap,

and since it excels also in economical efficiency, it is desirable. The thickness of

a substrate is usually 0.1 -2mm preferably 0.05-5mm.

[0018] The recording layer is usually covered with the dielectric protective layer

in those upper and lower sides, in the optical recording medium of this invention,

fundamentally, when incidence of the laser light for record playback is carried

out from a substrate side, a dielectric protective layer, a recording layer, a



dielectric protective layer, a diffusion prevention layer, and a reflecting layer are

prepared on a substrate at this order, and a protection coat layer is prepared on

it if needed. On the other hand, when incidence of the laser light for record

playback is carried out from a film surface, even if it becomes lamination contrary

to this and a case constitutes these each class on both sides of a substrate, it

can also consider as the optical recording medium which ****s a film surface

(protection coat layer) inside, and has each class on both sides.

[0019] As an ingredient of a dielectric protective layer, it is determined with

careful attention to a refractive index, thermal conductivity, chemical stability, a

mechanical strength, adhesion, etc. Generally, fluorides whose transparency is

high-melting highly, such as an oxide of a metal or a semi-conductor, a sulfide, a

nitride, and calcium, Mg, Li, can be used. As for these oxides, a sulfide, a nitride,

and a fluoride, it is also effective for it not to be necessary to necessarily take

stoichiometric composition, and to control a presentation, or to mix and to use for

control, such as a refractive index. Dielectric mixture is good, when the mixture

of heat-resistant compounds, such as ZnS, a rare earth sulfide, an oxide, a

nitride, and carbide, is more specifically mentioned and a repeat recording

characteristic is taken into consideration.

[0020] concrete - a sulfide like zinc sulfide, a sulfuration tantalum, and rare

earth sulfides (Y, La, Ce, Nd, etc.) - independent or mixture - carrying out -



less than [ more than 20mol%90mol% ] — what is included is desirable. As for

the remainder of mixture, it is desirable that the melting point or decomposition

temperature is a heat-resistant compound 1000 degrees C or more. As a

heat-resistant compound 1000 degrees C or more, fluorides, such as oxides,

such as Mg, calcium, Sr, Y, La, Ce, Ho, Er, Yb, Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Zn,

aluminum, Si, germanium, and Pb, a nitride, carbide, and calcium, Mg, Li, are

mentioned for the melting point or decomposition temperature. The mixture

which consists of ZnS and Si02 is used for the protective layer of a phase

change mold optical recording medium in these in many cases.

[0021] A dielectric protective layer is usually prepared in the thickness of 10 to

500nm. The deformation prevention effectiveness of a substrate or record film is

inadequate in the thickness of a dielectric protective layer being less than 10nm,

and there is an inclination not to make the duty as a protective layer. If it exceeds

500nm, the difference of the internal stress of the dielectric itself or elasticity with

a substrate will become remarkable, and it will become easy to generate a crack.

Especially a lower protective layer needs to control the substrate deformation by

(the protective layer prepared in the side near a substrate), and heat, and 50nm

or more is required. In less than 50nm, microscopic substrate deformation may

be accumulated during repeat over-writing, playback light may be scattered

about, and a noise rise may become remarkable. Although about 200nm



becomes an upper limit from the relation of membrane formation time amount

substantially, when the upper limit of the thickness of a lower protective layer is

thicker than 200nm, the shape of a quirk seen by the record stratification plane

may change. That is, since a channel depth becomes shallower than the

configuration meant on the substrate front face or a flute width becomes

narrower than the configuration meant on the substrate front face too, it is not

desirable. It is 150nm or less more preferably.

[0022] On the other hand, for deformation control of a recording layer, at least

10nm or more of up protective layers (protective layer prepared in a side far from

a substrate) is required. Moreover, when thicker than 60nm, plastic deformation

microscopic during over-writing is easy to be accumulated in the interior of an up

protective layer repeatedly, and this scatters playback light again and makes a

noise increase. It is desirable from the field of a mechanical strength for the film

consistency of these protective layers to be 80% or more of a bulk condition

(Thin Solid Films, the 278th volume (1996), 74-81 pages).

[0023] It is chosen as an ingredient [ over-write / can use a phase change mold

optical recording layer well-known as a recording layer, for example, / ingredient

/ sequence compounds, such as GeSbTe, InSbTe, AgSbTe, and AglnSbTe, ].

The inside of these, a {(Sb2Te3) 1-x(GeTe)x}1-ySby alloy (0.2< x<0.9,

0<=y<0.1), or (SbxTe 1-x) a yM1-y alloy [ however, ] however, 0.6< x<0.9, 0.7<



y<1, and M ~ germanium and Ag -- the thin film which uses as a principal

component at least one sort chosen from In, Ga, Zn, Sn, Si, Cu, Au, Pd, Pt, Pb,

Cr, Co, O, S, Se, V, Nb, and Ta - crystal - amorphous - any condition is stable

and the phase transition of the high speed between both conditions is possible

for it. Furthermore, when repeat over-writing is performed, there is an advantage

of being hard to produce a segregation, and it is the most practical ingredient, a

recording layer - a yM(SbxTe 1-x)1-y alloy (however, 0.6< x<0.9, 0.7< y<1, and

M - germanium -) Ag, In, Ga, Zn, Sn, Si, Cu, Au, Pd, Pt, Pb, Since the

difference in heat distribution is easy to be reflected in a mark configuration

when it is the phase change mold medium which uses as a principal component

at least one sort chosen from Cr, Co, O, S, Se, V, Nb, and Ta, in this invention, it

becomes important especially.

[0024] When a recording layer is a phase change mold optical recording layer,

the thickness has the desirable range of 10 to 100nm. There is an inclination for

sufficient contrast to be hard to be acquired if the thickness of a recording layer

is thinner than 10nm, and for a crystallization rate to become slow, and record

elimination in a short time tends to become difficult. Since it will be hard coming

to obtain too optical contrast and will become easy to produce a crack on the

other hand if 100nm is exceeded, it is not desirable. Moreover, in less than 10nm,

a reflection factor becomes low too much, if thicker than 30nm, heat capacity will



become large and record sensibility will tend to worsen.

[0025] The above-mentioned recording layer carries out the spatter of the alloy

target in inert gas, especially Ar gas, and is obtained in many cases. In addition,

besides the limit from the field of the above-mentioned mechanical strength and

dependability, the thickness of a recording layer and a protective layer also takes

into consideration the cross protection accompanying a multilayer configuration,

its laser absorption-of-light effectiveness is good, and it is chosen so that the

amplitude of a record signal, i.e., the contrast in a record condition and the

condition of not recording, may become large.

[0026] In the optical recording medium of this invention, the reflecting layer

which uses Ag as a principal component is used. It means that Ag is included

more than 70 atom % as using Ag as a principal component, and Ag is contained

more than 98 atom % still more preferably more than 95 atom % preferably.

Especially a desirable reflecting layer consists of a silver alloy which was chosen

from the group which consists of Ti, V, Ta, Nb, W, Co, Cr, Si, germanium, Sn, Sc,

Hf, Pd, Rh, Au, Pt, Mg, Zr, Mo, and Mn and which contains a kind below 2

atom % more than 0.2 atom % at least, or virgin silver. The thickness of a

reflecting layer is usually 40nm - 200nm. In less than 40nm, when the heat

dissipation effectiveness tends to become inadequate and exceeds another side

and 200nm, that a crack tends to enter, it becomes, or membrane formation time



amount becomes long and it is in the inclination for productivity to fall. Although a

reflecting layer is usually formed with a spatter or a vacuum deposition method, it

is desirable in that case to make below into 2 atom % the total amounts of

impurities also including the moisture and the amount of oxygen which are mixed

at the time of membrane formation as well as a target or the impurity of the

vacuum evaporationo ingredient itself.

[0027] The above-mentioned recording layer, a protective layer, a reflecting

layer, and a diffusion prevention layer are formed by the sputtering method etc.

These layers are desirable at the sputtering target of each class, i.e., the target

for record film, the target for protective coats, and the point that performing film

formation with the in-line equipment which installed the target for reflecting layer

ingredients etc. in the same vacuum chamber when required prevents the

oxidation and contamination between each class. Moreover, it excels also from

the field of productivity.

[0028]

[Example] Hereafter, although an example explains this invention to a detail

further, this invention is not restricted at all by these examples, unless the

summary is exceeded.

[0029] On the example and the example [production of optical recording

medium] of comparison polycarbonate substrate, the configuration of a



ZnS-SiO<SUB>2 lower protective layer (110nm), Ag5ln5Sb60.5Te29.5

recording layer (17nm), a ZnS-Si02 up protective layer (40nm), Ta diffusion

prevention layer, and Ag reflecting layer (80nm) was created for Ar gas by the

used spatter, and the protection coat which consists of ultraviolet-rays hardening

resin further was performed on this. The spatter pressure at the time of Ta

diffusion prevention layer production was made into two kinds, 0.1 8Pa (example)

and 0.55Pa (example of a comparison), and produced four kinds and a total of

eight kinds of optical recording media (2, 4, and 8 or 16nm) for thickness by each

pressure (examples 1-4 and examples 1-4 of a comparison). Ta diffusion

prevention layer was produced with the power of 500W by DC spatter.

Whenever [ to Ag of Ta / dissolution ], and whenever [ to Ta of Ag / dissolution
]

are considered to be 0at.%s.

[0030] The spatter pressure at the time of Ta film production as a [measurement

of relation between spatter pressure and film consistency] diffusion prevention

layer and the relation of a film consistency were measured. It asked for

measurement from the weight change when attaching about 400nm thickness to

50x70mm cover glass, and thickness. Weight change measurement used the

contact process level difference meter (TENCOR P-10) for thickness

measurement using the electronic balance. A result is as being shown in

drawing 1 , clear relation is looked at by a spatter pressure and the film



consistency, and the one where a spatter pressure is lower shows that a film

consistency is more high.

[0031] [Evaluation of an optical recording medium]

** Like the measurement above of an error rate, these [ which were produced
]

eight sorts of optical recording media were crystallized the first stage, and it

maintained at 80 degrees C and the environment of 85%RH for 500 hours

(henceforth, 80 degrees C and the actuation maintained at the environment of

RH 85% for 500 hours are written as an "accelerated test".). The error rate was

measured after recording an EFM random signal on the optical recording

medium after an accelerated test by 2.4 m/s and 12mW record power. Record

and playback used the wavelength of 780nm, and the light disk drive DDU1000

by the pulse tech company of NA=0.55. A result is shown in Table 1

.

[0032]

[Table 1]



£1

*m
ttflcR&JfcJfM X5—U—Kcds)

Ta 2nm 0. 18Pa 1.5

Ta 4nm 0. 18Pa 2.1

Ta 8nm 0. 18Pa 3.2

Ta 1 6nm 0. 18Pa 4.4

Ta 2nm 0. 5SPa 112

Jtttfl2 Ta 4nm 0. 55Pa 74.3

Jtttfl3 Ta 8nm 0. 55Pa 44.7

JtM4 Ta 1 6nm 0. 55Pa 57.1

[0033] When the spatter pressure of a diffusion prevention layer was 0.1 8Pa, in

the case of 0.55Pa spatter pressure, it was all 40cps or more to each error rate

after an accelerated test being 10cps or less (examples 1-4) (examples 1-4 of a

comparison). In addition, in all optical recording media, the error rate before an

accelerated test was 10cps or less.

[0034] ** About the measurement above-mentioned eight kinds of a reflection

factor, a signal modulation factor, and 3T tooth-space jitter of optical recording

media, record power was changed using the pulse split plot experiment to which

the EFM random signal was set by Orange Book PERT 3 by linear-velocity 2.4

m/s before and after the accelerated test, it recorded, and the reflection factor,

the signal modulation factor, and 3T tooth-space jitter were measured.

A signal modulation factor is [(crystallized state reflection factor-amorphous state



reflection factor) /(crystallized state reflection factor)].

The definition was come out and given. A result is shown in drawing 21 - drawing

32 . Degradation with big all was not looked at by the optical recording medium

of the examples 1-4 using Ta diffusion prevention layer, and the examples 1-4 of

a comparison. That is, even if degradation of a jitter is small, an error rate may

be large and an improvement of an error rate understands that the spatter

conditions of a diffusion prevention layer are important.

[0035] Although the disk (example 5 of a comparison) of a configuration of

having prepared the same thing in ZnS-Si02 (115nm), Ag5ln5Sb60.5Te29.5

(16nm), ZnS-Si02 (43nm), and aluminum alloy (200nm) on the other hand, and

having prepared the protection coat in order on the polycarbonate substrate was

also performed, as shown in drawing 4 , degradation of a reflection factor, a

signal modulation factor, and 3T tooth-space jitter was clearly larger than the

disk which used Ta diffusion prevention layer. The optical recording medium with

the jitter at the time of recording after an accelerated test and aggravation of an

error rate smaller enough than the above result was an optical recording medium

which prepared Ta diffusion prevention layer, and was only the case where the

spatter pressure at the time of diffusion prevention layer production was

moreover 0.1 8Pa (examples 1-4).

[0036] When the signal modulation factor of examples 1-4 is measured, it turns



out that the one where Ta thickness is thinner is large. Therefore, in the range of

an example, the thinner one of Ta thickness is good. Although it can enlarge by

adjusting the thickness of each class, such as a recording layer and a protective

layer, since degradation of the signal by repeat record may become intense in

that case, if these properties that an optical recording medium requires are

considered synthetically, as for a signal modulation factor, Ta thickness is too

understood that the thinner one is good.

[0037]

[Effect of the Invention] By using the medium for optical information record of this

invention, aging of the recording characteristic of record media, such as a phase

change medium, can be stopped, and the dependability of a disk can be raised.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] Drawing 1 is a graph which shows the relation between a spatter

pressure and a film consistency.

[Drawing 2] Drawing 21 is a graph which shows the measurement result of the

reflection factor and signal modulation factor to the record power of examples



1-2, and 3T tooth-space jitter.

[Drawing 3] Drawing 22 is a graph which shows the measurement result of the

reflection factor and signal modulation factor to the record power of examples

3-4, and 3T tooth-space jitter.

[Drawing 4] Drawing 31 is a graph which shows the measurement result of the

reflection factor and signal modulation factor to the record power of the

examples 1-2 of a comparison, and 3T tooth-space jitter.

[Drawing 5] Drawing 32 is a graph which shows the measurement result of the

reflection factor and signal modulation factor to the record power of the

examples 3-4 of a comparison, and 3T tooth-space jitter.

[Drawing 6] Drawing 4 is a graph which shows the measurement result of the

reflection factor and signal modulation factor to the record power of the example

5 of a comparison, and 3T tooth-space jitter.
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[fi*52] Cu?0. 5%J^±, MtffCNd, S

n, 35«ktfG e <tD^§^5IK?n5'M< fcfe 1

s©7cifs*-&tp-e o . 5-3 5 a gm^xm

[11*53] MIHAgS-&^\ ItAu, Y, fe«J;

£-gff-T*0. 2~5. 0%^WT5C^<fc9£#f#tt
RtffllWfctttfiKft&tife fe©T&Sfi*5 2 {cfE«©

[it*54] ?&±jS7ciRo^ft<fcfe-a*o. i%

0*2®! 6] Hfcx Au, Cu, Pd, Mg, Ti,

fc£tfTaJ:D&3$fr£iS!R2n3 />&< fcfc ISO
Tti^lsrltTO. 2-5. o%-&^rrsct:{c«tDifK

[»*^ 7 ] it i - 6 vfna> tciEgfc) a gm

tcimmEfflmo
imM~m 8 ] mM i ~ 6 ©vvfn^fcisigo a ga

[fgBJ©f«§20Jl]

[0 0 0 1]

#LTU^3I, CD-ROM, DVD-ROMfOl*
tBLUfflft-rVX^ ^M^FrD ; CD-
R, DVD-R^OiilH^xVX^ (-©IS D ©IBIS

fc«jgU|f^*«Rrfl© ;CD-R/W, DVD-R A
M, DVD-RW, DVD + RW, PDfOttMi

[0 0 0 2]

®si*tts x

[0003] o©a^®©^ffiLWfflxVx^tt, a

#±fc, Ag, Al, Au#«^T3M£fJfljf,

J
?
,£a*M;&*ltfJ'f tick D"r-*©lf£*fT o &©

D^tct, M^UV®Mgf*aM*5^iiLT^§

fVX^fcLT, CD-ROM, DVD-ROMi^

[0004] ±iH©©»t^x.§y (ffi^bso ©

-rscfcfcfcD'r-^mm l , Mffi©^if^^{k^

u

—y~Xtf>tH'tZ>Ctlcj:t)7s
-$<DWilii m±) *ft

o&(dx$>z>o cmmm±ttximMLmm-m3i

(ommmim 2 Km-rn^, mmf^x^y tmw 1

4 , st;u vsfk^i^^s 5 (D&mmmmi$Mm l

LTtt, CD-RW, DVD-RAM, DVD-RW,
d v d + r wm-tfmfZtl% 0

[0 0 0 5] Sfc, ±IB®©iiiB^"r-fX^tt,

6«^Sfe«S, 4immmm, 5tt
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"fSft-rVX^fcLTHu CD-R, DVD-RW

[0006] ±iH©^xVx^tc$5^T, KMmmm
tinted mm, m&mm. mma&&.
ft [#^if^i4 <mmm ] > wm\cft?%m£&

[0007] m^£±M®o)m%m^wt7ij7.zmEL

com, mimimmcmtiT^zz. ttmMiEtiZo m

[0 0 0 8] M*{f*t»^^-rwX^fflSiif»fflSJi

WBfcLTWBSftTl/^A l£&fci\ IBSTO^ffl
P—*f-J&fi ( 7 8 0 n m s 6 5 0 n m) left

[0 0 0 9]fCT?Al^#(C^D, Au, Ag, C

uttmmmmmt Lxmtzctbmmzftx^

[0 0 10] Mx. fcflffiA u 3: fc« A u £±/jSi#£T

k-d, mmm, ^m^Rmmimm-hmBft
zt\i^m&i±&st>\ Auim&bxismx&t), mm
mxr^\ MK.
feU—*f- (MS 4 0 5 nm) fC*fU ftftftRMW

[0 0 1 1] ICuS/cttCu^M^t^

[0 0 12] Sfc, ttAgSfcttAg*^S^fc-rS'&

HffljfeS*i©4 0 0-4 8 Onmtti^ltl

[0 0 1 3] Mfc±IBAu. Ag, CuOMM^

L < &mic*oT L$ 5 o

[0 0 14] ±fH(D©ii|BS7txVX^©Sftf5f

[0015] ±tBiiiB§y©7txVx^-ett, gjNJtKJi

—9*—aSS (7 8 0 nm, 6 5 0 nm) £MU ^fHfe

iSSA^ELTfe 7 0 %W±©ig£f^£«f5 C t

[0 0 16] KT?, ±K*mfi:ftfr!K Ag, Cu,
A 1 ^EI^ffil^fcLTffll/^eifcjb^^nTV^

[0 0 17] MA liKiiA 1 £±J5K#fc-f5

^^±»M(^:&5£v^Pnm^&3 0 MA

{c^-r^cD^HHT-fe^o MtA l^mswwfg

[0 0 18]

ft & ©gsfc#'l4^T^?is-r§ «*/£^#t2
ttTVfcV\, <t¥W^Stt^©^T*ttAu^S

feU-+f'- (MS 4 0 5 nm) -efc&M&&jMKl&T

[0019] if-nmii±xmmKm.^xr^ftfc^(Dx

[0 0 2 0]



(4) Wm 2 0 0 2 - 1 5 4 6 4

iz^mmfcrnmiz, (a) c u $o. 5%#±, Mtte
Nd, Sn, 43£tfGe«fcD&S»fr6^Stl54>&
< fe 1 a079(6%-&W-p 0 . 5~ 3 %fSG1rS f3\ R
/xa ( b ) *&±g7t5H©4>& < 1 1-a* o . i %

om tn, x?frwic2m&±<D$>mmMZft5

8 o%©3iii$^-rs^^«i»i-§o sfc, *^
£fetfS£*fJl (H) xVx^A-M^^sie^©

•So

[0 0 2 1] llT\ (a) Cu^O. 5%«±* Mtf

fCNd. Sn, fc«fctfGe£9fc3ffiMP53lft;*ft54>

& < 1 1> i @©jc^^-a-it^ o . 5-3 %^prfs-^r
•r

s

a g («t, Ag-cu twsm&&

[0 0 2 2] ±|EAg-C u^-a-^{C*3V^T, MJCA
u, Y, fe«fctfNd«fc»)as»*^l»;*n«^4<i:

fe 1 S©7GjR*-&ff-T? 0 . 2 ~ 5 . 0 %£#T« fc<Dfcfc

sw«HatRtfB»fl:tt3WfiE» e.ns <dz\ ^-fftms.

[0023] ( b ) m±mKm<D'pr& < t feHi
o?* L<aNd Rtf/xa y) £ o . i %tu:*rr
§AgMi (A g-f±ra^) T'MJnt^

ilffl±©$jJg^&^Sfe©-£&£o
[0 0 2 4] ±IBA g-S&i^Ttifc^&fcfc^T, s

Au, Cu, Pd, Mg, Ti, feitfTaiO*

2 ~ 5
. o § t, ©ttijfiWfcffiBra* en§

w%L^mmT°&z>o Au, cu, Pd^aawL
/c a g -%±mjim&&teGm'v& o , ^sfefbt «t§s

[0 0 2 5] *^W©3fcff«iaia«ftfflS«*$fct4¥

[0 0 2 6] S/c, ±E^filffilBSjKftfflS^SSfc{i

[0 0 2 7]

fc, ©Ag©s:S[^«isijsn, igH
B
B^jts^»j^ti5

[0 0 2 8] i¥»a±#f£EPi#P>tt, A gKS^©7tJR
fc&faLTfEHLfcA gS^^y^f'J y9Z—?y

&3 A gS^»«*?gJ5gU K«?f§!JI LTOitt
£f¥ti5Lfc 0 (a) fgiOCu, RtfN
d, Sn, »J:tfGe«fcDft*Sfr5»R£ft*Sl»a:<

t> 1 SOjn^^-a-^-r^ A g

A g — C u^oxfztCfcV^Ts Au, Y, fc<fctfNd«fcD

itrTS MSKiiAu^ HfcY, Nd©^>

if^{ttt) ^iR]±f5^i:^MtB-r^«{c s (b)

mm±Mftm*^m?z> a gs^^Mtt^jg^tt
CiftTfthSC fc^Wftj^Kaofeo HK±EA g-
^±^7t^-a-^tfeV^T. Au, Cu, Pd, Mg, T

i, fcitfT a *D^S^?»S^n§ />*< fcfe 1

8©7tJtS£jffi£*^!«rrs (t(c»SL<tiAu, C

u, Pd©^&<fcfe-g^tr) fciiMHt («FfcB»

[0 0 2 9] -jistcs^^. Agt^iSi^iiDt
Si:, JffiAgCtffra-Eit^ M^-TSMlnifcfeSo

L^6, *?g0^©to < ^©^^M^^na^ji^o

[0030] wt. *mm<»ffimfflmfommsm
(a) stf (b) **^-rasfffcov^T, wmmmt

[0 0 3 1] (a) Cu^rO. 5_%J^LL ttfKNd.
S n. fecfcr/G e £0&S3
ia©^^tf-go. 5-

CAg-Cu^#^) -C«fiE£ftT%3Jglfr»fl:fea¥

a
±KHfilT?t±, Cu^O. 5%imtU N
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d, Sn, ISXXfG e £ D&S^fr&Sl^tlS'J^
t £> 1 8©7G*:££ff-T* 0 . 5-3 AgM

it. A gg^fc±ie^*ffi^Kft!iirrs fcgffi^K

[0 0 3 2] #fBB#6©tfcfiHg&fc:J:ftJ& £f\ A

g - c u^mmxit, c u mmm-tf^Hz zwibsk

M%5% (J;D$fSL<«3%) tcS*6§ci:AWSL
\i\ A g - c u^^M©S*f#tt^if^ktt^iK§
^ c umtom&&wzEznz(D^imT:T%mtii

[0 0 3 3] CCX\ Au-CuMicfeWCutf

t\ C u#W*fciflWkttfc©l8&Eo^T-e&Stf,

X, fifeR^ (iii»!8 0 0-6 0 0 nmO»

c u o . 5 %*m-eimm<D%i%:tmj&m'£

< as fconewkttt) ift±u 3 o/oimxztD®

^afSftTTSo —2n )Sfift4fi (M*.fcfiftS3 9 0 nm
#3S©iB«) E* §S*f* 5 if86Mk[4£fM

u i %#j£-eif^{ti4«a^t^§^\ *ntt±«ta
fS fciiJKBWbttttfiT L&*6. C u Btf 5

jg*S fc, MA g Ei±^»g?{H4«£5 C ttfftfr^

[0 0 3 4] C u^W«tSif#'[4©fl^(C-oV^

T7?fcS«V. AgtCCu ^#^$-&fc A g JUT*

H\ C u 0 . 3~ 3 % t Wl^i, MA g

fcit^ia^s«**^-r*\ c u 3 %£isx.

§

i:S*f$«MA g EJt^ffi< S3 c fciWoft.
[0 0 3 5] f^T, «V^S*f#ttRtfif^'[4^|||fL

iina^ 0 . 5-5 %©fBHf;:MW5 c £AWS Ll\,

[0 0 3 6] jg§, ^*©^'fffgf2^^fflSftf«^feV^

Tfe, Ag-CuS^WftliiSS, L^Lfttf

5. > *?§BJ!©fti < c u *0fS«i&6irr%>z-tK&*)W&

[0 0 3 7] 0J*.tfWM¥ 1 0- 1 7 7 7 4 2 fcfck £
MWkftC u : 0. 1-1 5il?%RtfA g : 8 5-9
9. 9H?%^6&5)t8ESjfiE»^iB^snTV'>So L

frU Si^fMfSLTfc, rAg£§£iOCuS
^iraLfc^MiiiSS*f*TL^feif^tttcftn§j i:^

5 €&©!S3KIM<, ±IH^$g«& < $T ifMfeR

xfwmfetom&frz c u osaiiai*s«>ftKii€*

[0 0 3 8] ^6-2 0 8 7 3 2^ Ag
- P d Rtf/Xtt C u O^fetfn>^ hf^X^OM

§ci:;!f#{cAg-Pd U

§o LfrL£#5, ±IB^ffiK«*^OftI< Ag-C

[0 0 3 9] o^t^'fffRia^^C^^fc'V^T,

set ss t v^aanatterenr*3 a. -r\

*3PJ#^fcJ;oT^Tjl/iJ2nfc&©T&3 0

[0 0 4 0] Mt±ISJil«-ett, Nd, Sn, Rtf G e

«k o fts^63^?$ns^& < 1 1» i a©7u*^it
T*0. 5-3% (J:D$fSL<tt0. 5-2%) OlEfS

f\ -^s ±IB^O^-ti-^ijaa^3%^gx.5i; > ^

[00 4 1] ^ &7m<DttS LV^n»t±, ±IH7t*

M*?St&*SBS1B«tfaft*», 5B=FffiitfSo ftf*Wfc

tt, Nd: 1. 0 — 3 . 0 %, S n : 0 . 5 — 2 . 0

%, Ge : 0. 5-3. 0 %©«SHrtfcS!l®"f5 C fctf

[00 4 2] ^ *%wefi> JfctfffiESSSftfflS^S

fcg^$n§»*#tt [sp-e, sftf^Rtfif^tt (if^

fttt) ] ©M*S[Bl±%SWi:LT, MtAu, Y, R
Z}N d J; D < i: fe 1 ffl<D7cfl

^-a-ff-TO. 2-5. 0% U9£?$L<tt0. 4-
3. 0%) tttscfciWsu^ cn^Tc^^fft-
mhamw o . 2 %*?iT«±ia^ffl^-f-^ff$ n-r\

-15. ±M7xMo>S%XWfaA& 5 . o%^@^?>^, a*

[0 0 4 3] ±E7C^©ft*^t>#fCAu*0. 3-5
% (J;DH:$L<tt0. 4-3. 0%)^-T§ci:^
»SLV\ Ag-Cu^^C±fHIBfS©Au^iinL

MAgi:|WI^g©^tiSv^*f$^»L
oo, L^feif^tt (WrtBKfktt) ttttAgKiJt^

[0 0 4 4] cct, A u^6nK J:«if^{ki4fS]±?M

ttx UtaAgO^M^v^SHSI^msn, ±i:L
TMrSSii (mtf 3 9 0nm#I©S«) TttSW*

fe? (flRJ^tf600~800nm©^) Ttt, 0 . 3 %
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nm.(om < a ummx d^^©M^a^w^]

U Au «^fl5^7t^-efe§^6ig^{c^i*:T^-5 0

im±teT-rs„ emeo^^^WKSKSL, a u

[0 0 4 5] mc, YRXfN d<Dmhat>±fcttm*Wfo

§„ ft^WEti, Au : 0. 5-1 . 5%, Y : 1 ~3
%, Nd : l~3%<Dmmftfctiffl?ZZt&im2ti

[0 0 4 6] jfmm%mmmmfomELitimiz. ±sb

Sl%fr%^$BHT\ ±SB/&^M^©ffi©j£#£^n LT

d, p t m<DMikm j?m®7im m^Lfch^mo

mMm.mx&% a g - c uis^fc^ft^snT

[0047] c b ) m±mftm<D^r£ < ^ fe-%& o

.

1 %Ja±^Prf5 A gg#£ (A g -#±%7GggfMfe)

%W±^*n-r^i;> AgO|g^i^5^»$n, SB

»fftt©£5£ttK:«ft*IS£, W&tttfiRj±"rS £ £

[0 0 4 8] *^#5»©^ftf^(C j;tia\ Ag-f
±IB7C*^#^T1i, SitMi? (7Sg8 0

o
C, SS9

0%) fc$3v^T, #±iS7c^o. i%w±^n-rn
a\ a g<DSA^^H-r§ig9

B
Hii@<D^^»j-r§^

it 2%) £^a&scfc}&W£U\, A g -^±HJEfS^

A g tc^±il76^^ 0 . 1 %&Utma LTcA g

fct, *fiAgfcJ±^ {b^WS^tt (#{c»iHtB:) izjjt

[0 0 4 9] £ (DWK A g lC^±M7Zm%MU L/cAg
-fiHJf^Jfil^fflt^ Bttfcttfc«ftSfc#fc, «

v y?m(D&M7u^xiz£v{m2ftrcMAgmm
a. m^mmo^ < ©&hb&^ a g jtwaasclt§
sts^-rs^ wmmfDm^vitAgm^m^
m±t>m<o g<§5o cntcftu ma usiii©^^

©i£*:«5&£&a&5ft-f\ MA g?i§!i:f$A ull^c
flBfiSSttfcit±t%mmtf&% c fc^fro feo c©
tt%l§B

B
B*£11©ii*«:, JKKOjRe^^k, JS*t*c

«ft A g^^©ti^Kit^ < % B #82
It*£MLfc£:C3, AgJSfFfcftU £D*t%I)i?¥
s*#r**±jB7a6%«iiirrn^ Ag©jK»*«iM
U lgB

B
BS@©^*^»JUf§ci:^MffiL, if-mm

[0050] *mm^m^n^±m.jmit, 3 am
KMtZTiM, ffl%. Sc, Y, 7>#/-rFl 57C

It T^f-y-TFl 57C^W5»n5^\

H^nSo Jif3#±^fl«\ 0. 1%J(JU:% §?$L<

[0 0 5 1] {ILs Mif#tt^#jti-§^, ^©±H^
3 . 0 %fc£i6S C Ll\ *f§HJ-e«>

ttOiWl^I/O-^fcLT, HftWaDVDTfffiffl*

n§^56 5 OnmCte^T, iAu i: |s!@fi©S

3. 0%^j@^.^i:, fcMWmmL<l&-Ft%fr<E>r*
&%o J:D$fSL<tt2. 0%JKT^feS o IC^ ±IB

mmxit, i9iWbi4t>iUfiAgKj±^ a»-e*5«:fc*»

e , 0rM©»M*^ c timpo fe„

[0 0 5 2] fi^T, iSv^S^#ffi5:tfif^ft^il^L

oo% Ag^B
B
B|4g©^S^ffliM-ri.^fi:a, #

±^7t^©?^iJQ«^ 0 . 1 %W± Off* L<it0. 3 %
fiUO > 3 . 0 %WT (MS L < 2 . 0 %JKT) Kil

[0 0 5 3] #H¥3- 1 5 6 7 5 3EH\ Ag-
Au^C Y4H©*^S*0. 3~8. 0%mn

L^e., ±K^fcti, *%w©$n< A g |gB
B
B^ffli

\i\ mm<o tcs, ismm? y tnmn^^tTtm
tLXmm^nX^T i , Ta, Zr, Re, In,

Sn, Zn, MgO^ifit *^0J©#^fe§P

m&mzsm<Dmwt*mn tit, t>©t*s§

c

[0 0 5 4] ^©ffis W6-2 0 8 7 3 2, USA
6 0 0 7 8 8 9filtt, AgiCAu, Cu, Pd, Rhf

So Ls^Lft^e, cne»©^s^j;D, m^mt^
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[0 0 5 5] _hlHAg-#±Sl7£^-a-^fC*3V^T, H
Au, Cu, Pd, Mg, Ti, fecfctfT a J; D &

5^B3aR^n«'>ft < 1 1. 1 noftm^mx o

.

5-5. o%-s#rst>©H\ Kiwkttjs*—Jittft&n

mjm*mwLtck %&&&mmt, ma g tcjt^ if

mitm^±-r?>f)\ a g-fti^aRfc±iB©79is*
iiip Lfc i: §K*f^©{£T£»J L

§o *i^iES^©ifll{fc1^£a^©M'>

tf-fefiT&5 780, 650, 405n mifi$©}£

cft5©7csfS£'&if--eo. 5 %w±^torfs fclf

ttfktt^^-rs^ 5%*je^.st*fiAgfc:i±^ m

—tf-ojSESfcwu -rnxmom^ (cd) t«7 8

Onmtfeoft^ cn^SOM (DVD) XIZ 6 5

Onmt&D, IC2 0 0 2¥J^©^«&T&,
WfeU—tf- (4 0 5 nm) WESSCt^J
[0 0 5 6] ±IB7C*(i:j;§if^t:tt[&l±{tffltt, 7G*

©S£fc«fcoTfc:BFFffl*f5)^ Cu:0. 5-5.

0%, Au : 0. 5-5. 0%, Pd : 0. 5-3. 0

%, Mg : 0. 5~3. 0%, T i : 0. 5-3. 0

%, Ta:0. 5-3. 0%<DmmicfflW'?ZZ£.im

mZtlZo £©?-%Mg, TiRtfTaii, ifSHtttlRl

IMBCu, Au, PdKJt^T&Sk©©, nxh
i^<^<^5^ lJyW$5. Sfc, Au^PdW
^©^feS/ciS (Ru, Rh, Irl) tTOrif^k
ttiRi±#fflt±me.nsfe©©, 3^b7b^<, mmmx

cn?>©7c*«^TOTLTfesv^L, -

[0 0 5 7] *|g0^©^lf$glB^^fflS*fii«, ±SB

£>&i\, Mx«M[Rl±#©#ft#^iWtLT, P

t#©s^s^>M^7c^ (M5ELfcfe©^ito %mm
mmmLx^^\ s/c, o 2 ,

n 2h©^x^^
®MWMX&% A g - C ui^Kfft^SnT^W

[0 0 5 8] *58JTCH\ ±13 (a) Sfctt (b) ©j£

nsTSfs [m«±ia (a) ©««©»£, a«^^*f
-r5Kf«ttlfij±7aR (Cu, Ti, Nd, W, Mo, S

n, GeK £f##14&OWSHfcttft±7£fS (Au, N

i, Y, Nd)] it ¥»ttSlT?t4Ag{C*frS®?SI8

*<om<DwmtmT*A gm-et&mm*&i$.Lrcm&ic

[00 5 9] X/^yZVyWmcte. My*
v yy*-?v hMtbx, mm- mmrnxftMLfcA

5) *{effl-r*e:fc*w*u\ A^smffiAga^

atffliawifi^-*i&, a g»^&

ig©7txVx^^^$n5A^i?s§c ±mmm
A gl^t^-fy h*T©iHR^** lOOppmK

a gm^mmmowmm sma gs-n

[0 0 6 0] ft, #§8IJIi©£3*Ji«¥«fr6ft5c:fctf

ii?n§o T'fi'iffsis^^fflsif^sii©^^^^,

©fc©, g^«sifii©±tciis§^spM^«s^n
fc2s^^y©fe©^ *jffiwo«jafr6ft«si*&

jn«feflBe?nrv>5 0 c©5-£tu#{£, ^msws
(a g &<&mmm) <D±Kmwmm*wtirz ztx.

o , iifE#^©iis tKia^fiT-eoB^ffiWS* s

K*S1SSc©S*#tfe*l^^fcSS£$*«t 5 fe©

T?*So t£Zi>\ ^•?tl<Di§&K1S^X$>, ^SSftt

h) ^iSta-r«o cn^ML, *^©sftts^±ie©

fmLm&frz, ffijgnxh±#©snfe^v\ «bh,

[oo6i] JUTH»jKSo^^T*fgB^^i¥ai-rso

tu • tME©ffig«^L^V^igH^M^SS-r§ c fctt

[0 0 6 2]

BUSflfl] TfH^ffiM 1 — 1 0 ti, ±|H ( a ) © A g
—

&©^SiS«IJT^±, a^M^Snlll^^T'eSIf (7t
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[0063] mmmi

[0064] *i tj^-ra^oiSiMaafrB&s
Ag-TcS-a-^^-^ry h C&B-&&7E*& 2 . o%#

SHHtf U hifflg®K : 5 0

mm, J¥£ 1 mm) iifr/p? 1 0 0 0 A<D#gA g—jt

[0 0 6 5]*:, ±tetffi£ffi£s 7*hV V^77

[0 0 6 6]

[Si]

Ag-2.0%Sn

Ag-2.0%Ge

Ag-2.0%Cu mmi
Ag-2.0SNi nwM
Ag-2.0%Au mmm
Ag-2.0%Y mmtbv
A,r2.0%Nd

fcfiAg

Ag-2.0SAI

Ag-2.0%Ga

Ag-2.0Sln

Ag-2.0%Pd

Ag-2mPt

[00 6 7]il©^Cu, Sn, Ge, NdOM

[0 0 6 8] H)SSM2

[0069] $-r\ i (Dumv?

fSlifM»£©*tS^ WxVJX: 12. 7xi
2 . 7 mm C ttfUi^Sfiffl 1 £ |SM§fC L

r&ga g -7c»^af lrcffitftim l tc 0

m^, ±mmmc-D^T^~v y?7-7h%mMu m

ft, £mmfem<Dmmmamn, mm&m

[0 0 7 0]

[«2]

SI$I3&Jl(kgf/cm
2
)

Ar2.0SSr> 137.7

Ag-2.0%Ge 173.8

Ag-2.0SNd 180.4

Ag-2.0SCu 91.4

«Ag 19.0

Ag-2.0SAI 76.7

Ag-2.0%Mg 44.7

Ag-2.0SGa 49.6

Ag-2.0Xln 25.1

[00 7 1] g 2 (Do %M2W&m 1 i^fttl^i:
§§#>5>ftfc a g-7cg£&tt, v^"fnfe5igeftetf9 o

k g f /cm2^±fcifi6TSEV^?g3gtt^LTV^o

[0 0 7 2] cn6©JS*J:D, Ag-Cul, Ag-
Snl, Ag-Gel, A g - N d S©&-&&g«8fj|f

[0073] mmm3
*$mmr-it. a g - c ur-Ttm^mmommm^
-rzmmco^x, c umtm^m^mt^xm^
Ito

[0 0 7 4]I»tt, Ag-Cur7C&£&*-y
yhfcfliv\ ^SSM 1 <t llHIlt LTAg-Cu—7cSo"

[0 0 7 5] 04 Ag-CuZlTrS^^a, C

umam<omtaKm\ mmictt?&®m®m mm

[0076] mm

4

[0 0 7 7] S-f, S3^-r=&aAgZl7cS^^-

s) *&}&LrcMH*fcmLrc^ wmm-. soo~
2 0 0 nmtD|BH^$5^§S*f$ (^Sif^)

0nmO£iTOSg3 9 0 n m©Sf^£#ffEf
•So

[0 0 7 8]

[S3]



(9) #08 2 0 0 2- 1 5464

£(%)

zMS&ft: A=80Onm A=390nm

Ag-2.0%Sn 96.6 92.7

Ag-2.0%Ge 92.0 82.fi

Ag-2-OKCu 98.6 77.9

Ag-2.0%Au 99.7 92.3

Ag-2.0%Y 98.8 84.2
|

Ag-2.0XNd 97.5 85.9

®Ag 98.3 88.3

Ag-2.0SAI 96.4 71.4

Ag-2.(WGa 94.9 9/.0

Ag-2.0»ln 94.7 95.3

Ag-2.0%Pd 95.7 86.9

Ag-2.0!4Pt 92.8 81.3

[00 7 9] g3<tD, Sn, Ge, Cu, Au, YR
XlN d £r5*c^ 2 . 0 5 A g -TtS-a-^iiV^-fn

feSl8 0 0nmt*9 0%tt±> Sl3 9 0nmf7 0

%W±OffiV»K«**wL, Cft«fl<Dfl!!©Ag-7cg

LO^Sn, Cu, Au, Y, N d 0#7tJR*^!in L

[0080] ^K±Eics*fflv\ mmm (mm) m
Wit Lrm^KMm^ (MM 8 0 °C, MM9 0 % RHic

T4 8i$IH!*SI!D *fjv\ gftfttKffoifeft (HIM:

©M4>» £jrttrr3ci:K«fcDIf£tt (TOtft) *
ffFffiLfco S4fc, &«Agg-&&SH££iSi&?fiSKBi

{CttLfctt©, Sg8 0 0nmOS*t$SEfldKtfJ6

S3 9 o n m<DfcMmmtm%:m?<,

[0 0 8 1]

[«4]

ai^SSfi: A=800nrr» SlSKfi: A=390nnr

Ag-2.0%Sn -5.8 -15.0

Ag-2.0%Ge -16.1 -5.3

Ag-2.0«Cu -0.4 -6.7

Ag-2.0%Au -0.7 -2.6

Ag-2W +1.5 +5.0

Ag-2.0%Nd +2.1 +8.7

iWAg -1.0 -9.6

Ag-2.0SAI -3.7 -15.7

Ag-2.0%Ga -16.1 -5.3

Ag-2.0Xln -11.2 -8.9

Ag-2Mt>d -07 -2.4

Ag-2.0KPt -0.9 -1.3
1

[0 0 8 2] g&K&Ltcffl&<D5*>. ¥fKC u, A

u, Y, Nd©#^**frrS A g

[0083] fa ±mmjmm$(Dm$k?kmmtz>

m&frt>tM£, Ag-Cul, Ag-Aul,

[0 0 8 4] $ft095

A g - C u ©-7nS£&»«iEfc^T\
c u(omm^m^mt^tch^mm^mnxsM

[0085] mnicte, ±m-$i&nmfc~3^r,

mfomm^mt^-D-o, «£feS8 o o~2 o o n

5^tt£#J?i§ls»£$J£L?c 0 bisk, £&^bna
£$§7 o o nm\cis\f^wmM^<omk^t 0

[0 0 8 6] ^gS, A g-C uS-a-^fCfcV^Tii,

cu©«arafc#i/\ mm^Mmt^Kmah, i%#
ifiT?«;*:i:fcD, ^©f£, Si$BfgTLte^ Cul

[0 0 8 7] &K±fBtie8fc:o^t\ i»J4fc^«0

m-k^t^TtmrniamfDm^m^rco ism

^ummmmo a g - c ua^^ji^o^-c. 7

0 0 n mSO*3 9 0 n m©fiWfc-&&79l8fibn»*:©

[0 0 8 8] H6J;Ds Vvfn©A g^^^Tfe

[0 0 8 9] PSifCtiAg-CuS^fe^is $S7 0

0 n m©£&f$i£4>»i C u ©jSADtC#o < *

L$5„ SS3 9 0nm©MI'>m Cu

a«ffifc^# < & 0 > j&anatf 3 %wrt"e*ntf*fi a g

mA g ictf/^ ifgHtfttefSTfS c i: fc„

[00 9 0]foT, i^KStesfcliiflWfcttoM^ttfc

fttiSSHtS&fCH:. Ag-Cug^WCu : 0. 5

~5 %©«!HK»J®-r« C fcj&WS LVC tA^So
[0 0 9 1] ^6fi0!l6

^afiw^tt, Ag-cu-Au c

u

RtfA u^a*«*S^S#fcl:#fcfcW-S, IIS

[0092] mtmKit, mmm i t®m<Dj]mic£

Ag-1. 0%Cu-x%Au©H7t*-a-^»^R
ffAg-1. 0 % A u - x % C u ©=7cS^Sfffli (

x

tea x (Dmumtlfcm I 0 0 nm©H^*f$

[0093] 07*0. Ag-1. 0%Cu-x%Au
©Hjca^Ttt, A g - A u -TcS^fe©^ t m



(10) 2 0 0 2— 1 5 4 6 4

it, AuiS*nfc«fc5Slt*iRii^ft*5j*BJ66nfco ffiBW

U l %tt£^W±S*i:&D, HK»fSi:K
JSapttS^fS^lRltSS^ A u 5 %$T'Iita

LTfe 9 8 %J^©ffia&TffiV\^*&TOffiSntV
fc 0 — Ag-1. 0%Au-x%C u©=7nS-&^

c u©i»#^ A g-&&©EWttafcHBiRifi:

C u**&5%»ftlLfefcLrfe9 5%fiLh©fif

[0 0 9 4] ±fEi3ffifc:o^T, ^SfiM4 fc|f^g

Augb<acu©iMtoii

[0 0 9 5] ^©SH, V^-ftl©H7cS^fCfeV>T

£>, *fiAgStfAg-Cu/Ag-Au©-7cS^fi:
tt^mmm'pmtf'biE < , ^{^*o»Mfe«
[0096] msm?
^MMMXte, Ag-Cu-Au S^tfi© A u

[0097] mmm i tMMSia
0, Ag-0. 8%C u-x%Au©=7tS-a^^Jl

^Tc0 H 9 K, x ©?iM£:$tfi8 0 0 n mOfflRRM

[0 0 9 8] H9*D, ±l3=7cS^7?fi, Au©l
Al*£0~ 1 %©«HT3E{tS'&TTt> 9 5 %JX±©#

[0 0 9 9] ±KftD8K:oi,'»T\ Y V

zk^rl«I^ mmn : 5 %N a C l r^jg :

mm *MML, RMMwm<Dm&&*miLrc 0 mi
0 £, tg{b^ h U ^A*8fiSiI» 1 2 b^m^©$cS 8

0 0mm!Cl5t«SPaii:, Au»iJ:©Ii

[0 1 0 03 HI 0*0, «AgMAg-Cu^
(a u^rsa< o ©^#) t^si*wj*^*^©
fcftU Au^inLfcAg-Cu-AuS-^mK

cttffifr&o mmiztes au^o. 2 %jw±sairr*

£&Mmf&Wim Efi 5> ft&fro fee

[0 10 1] HS6$J8

^SSfifTti, Ag-0. 8%Cu-l. 0%AuM
^fc^rajS^j&^toLftra^«i^PJl©OTEl^,

[0102] mwm^ts \ hffl&DWkK.&
hi nc^-r^aAg07c»^^ji

Lt % Nd, Sn, Ge©#7C**0~5%©IEH-eS

0^©^Anai:SS7 0 0 nm©|)]M$J:OHI

[0103] hi 1*0, v^n©^c*5v^rfe, m

ft« sv. M5^gra/£#* 5 %^in l o t 8

5 %J^±©iSl\Elt*£$££hr3 d £tfXttc 0 $o

5Mn«o ft, lgQ$#tfSn©i§£\ S*f*fgTtt«*>

/Jn$ < , &V^\ Nd, G e ©JH^Tfeofco

[0104] ±ih^{co^t, mm4tmm

fc 0 HI 2£ % ^UMUUmrn^omS. 7 0 0mm«5
itssif^fiat mmi$ft<Dm}m£<DJS5m*&

To

[0105] si 2*0, ±mmm7imz*^m(D»%
L^mmxmuLtc^&xte. ^.mmm^mith^

[0 10 6] |!SS$J9

*^SSMT-tt, ;^-^y^fX hfc* 0 A g ETcS-a-

^?SJl©m«tt^l¥ffl5Lfco

[0 10 7] ^#WKtt*JIM 1 fcH#©75rftte<fcO,

% 5 tc^-r*BA g e97cS^WR^JS LfcM^^f^

[0 10 8]

[^5]

PI

Ae-O.SSCu-1 .0%Au-2.0«Nd vmtL
Ag-0.8*Cu- 1 .<KAu-2.0«Sn

Ag0.8%Cu- 1 ,0%Au-2.0l4Ge mm*
ms

Ag-O.8SCu-1.0SAu-2.WNi

Ag-0.8%Cu- 1.0SAu-2.0ftY

Ag-0.8»Cu- 1 .0SAu-2.<MSAI

Ag-0.8%Cu- 1 096Au-2.(KiGa

Ag-0.8SCu- 1 .0SAu-2.0Sln

Ag-0.8SCij-1 .0%Au-2.0%Pd

Ag-0.8SCu- 1 .0%Au-2.0%Pt

[0 10 9]g*0, Sn, Ge, N d ©&7tM6£j&&n

[oiio] mwn o

U y^fX Mc«t 0 A g HtcS^
«^©^*tt^l¥iiLfc 0



(11) #H 2 0 0 2 - 1 5 4 6 4

[oi 1 1] mfamammmi tmrn^m^x^,
01 S^f&gA g-0. 8%Cu-l. 0%Au-
XOmnM^m CXlt, Sn, Ge, Nd©§7C
no mm lrzwrnim lrm. mm 2 tmm^

[oii2]ii3j;D, mmfim<Dmuteft^ a gs
(fijlt-f3^©3MS) t»PU A

g-Cu-Au =jm&&BcXfffiA g EJt^ ffiUtttf

[0 113] JKTO^Sfi^l 1~1 5f±. ±IH (b) ©

Z> 0 cn^O^S&M'Vlt, Ne o a r klMo d e

[0114] mmmi 1

n&mxm (tem) &m^TmmLrc 0

[0115] mwmntL-a±. , Dc^hn^
/w * u >?*m\,\ sn« u h^na^
(Sffi+MX : itS 5 Oram, 1 mm) ±££S 1

500 A©#g?iM (KmiUi) , BP^ MA g, ffi

Au, A g - 0 . 9 % C u - 1 . 0%Aus A g - 0

.

5%NcU Ag-0. 5%Nd-0. 9%Cu-l. 0

%Au©#&«K*Jft£L;fem*fflvrfeo ^
KK>©*fftt?aK8 0'c, &fi9o%, {mm34 8s§

mtLTco Ztlt><Dii£M%£4, 01 4-2 3^-fo
c© 5 -5, 0 1 4 &*G a g fc;fctt3iffist®a«^©fi[

S^/^-T¥^ 0 l 5 f«$A g £:&tt*iSSffiigf4«&

ofeS^^-r^ 016 itffliA u fcfettSSfMiSSK

f?fu©¥£S^t¥i^ 0 1 7 fctiUfi A u {cfctt«iftiiift

m&j8&<Dim*7rc?wM, m i 8 a a g - o . 9 % c

u - 1 . 0 % A u fC S flfi§iKSISiltu<Dlftg^"r

II 9iiAg-0. 9%Cu-l. 0%AuIl6
ifzmismm^(Dim*m-im. 0 2 0

«

a g -
0 . 5 % n d c feitssrs^M^Hu(o-mm^tn-
m* 0 2 1 a a g - 0 . 5 % n d te:fcw-3iiES?&aasift

^©fti^^-f 022JiAg-O. 5 % N d -

0. 9 % C u - 1 . 0%Au K&tfZTSU&MWfcm®
H2 3»Ag-0. 5%Nd-0. 9

% C u - 1 . 0 % A u (C43»tSffS%StitKttOttS%

[0 l l 6] 0£D, MAu»^-e«^M^M^IS
H
B
Bms©^{f:#%Hme>n&^ chi 6rim 7) ©t
ML, iffiAgffffii (01 4®XM 5) StfAg-0. 9

%Cu-l. 0%AuII (01 8Rtf\ 9) ft

cnt»u Age«±S7eR*staLfeAg-
0. 5%NdII 1) MAg-0. 5

%Nd-0. 9%Cu-l. 0%A uWm (02 2%Xf

2 3) M^©Mm^Hl^©^{t{i^H^<,

[0 117] IWJ1 2

3^at«T»tt. amti^ra £ISb
b
b^@©*biwiw^;:o

[0 118] MMMl 1 fc|5lfi|^LT02 A\Z7r<tW,^

OWBfcfl*U T E M«K J: D^tti Lfco

^©^^02 4Kmto
[0 119] I«(DAg^©^> #±^7C^^to
Lfc A g - 1 % N d Rt> A g - 1 % Y V»"fnfefiW

BfBtfiginLT , S£fHmS©^{[:*W&^©{;:;ft
U #±^7t^^-©7C^^ijnLfcAg-a-^^«,

MiAgt^Tfe, ^#B#^©iiija{r#v\ ISllfilltt

itttaf*^ ftfc* AgEAu, Cu, In, Zn, S

<tiinLTi^ 0 fiu cn^©7tlRK:Nd*jSiip-rs

(09*.fcfA g- 1 %N d- 1 %C u- 1 %Au-&
#) , mM,m.m<Dmm%iE%t>ti%:^ztfrt>, m±

[0120] mmmi 3

*^ssMT?f±, &«a g-^s^jiM^ *5tt

§

Ttmm

[0121] MMmi 1 tmm^Lxm2 stemtm*

^©|g^^0 2 5 fc^To

[0 1 2 23 0*0, fte©7C^fCJt^ ^±IS7C^ (N

d. y) itmmmi^ftittmimmicfizti&o c

©tt&fEfflte, v^fnto. 1 %©^intcfcDf^S5n

[0 12 3] ^^iJl 4

#SAg-7cS^»JiiK:^tS7nKI^

[0124] mmmi 1 tM%i<DimK&9M4<Dkg

[O125]0J:D, AuMCu»Ltfe, JxM

m<D{srfit^E^nr^<DizML, ^©#©75^

DVDftHKffiffl*nTV«l|»fiAu (WR
Sif$8 5. 8%) krasjs^scfcfiqppfcstis

^sfeSA^-rnar, #±®7t*©^i)n«« 3

.

0 %LXK Ti, Mg, T a ®#^6nMtt 2 . 0 %i^T

[0 12 6] ^SS^iJ 1 5



(12) Wffl 2 0 0 2 - 1 5 4 6 4

*$m®mt, ©»&© a g - n d m-s^mmic&

mum (m& 8 o tc, mm 9 o %, «#^r^ 4 8

«

m mm6 5 o nm ) mmmm^Mm^m
fi«7ft©£tf*©M'>«) *W&?Z>£t

[0 12 7]

1316]

(%) (96)

85.8 85.1 -0.7

90.5 83.5 -7.0

Ag-1%Nd 89.0 87.1 -1.9

Ag-1%Y 89.5 87.4 -2.1

A*j-1%Nd-1%Au 88.8 87.7 -1.1

Ag—1%Nd-1%Cu 88.6 87.4 -1.2

Ag-1 WJd-1%Pd 86.7 85.5 -1.2

AE-1%Nd-1%MK 86.2 84.4 -1.8

Ag-1%Nd-1%Ti 86.4 84.8 -1.6

Ag-1%Nd-1%Ta 86.1 84.5 -1.6

[0 1 2 8] MA g ©£§^ SftfWF**- 7 . 0 %
ffiTU iS&ttfz:&o-tVSa\ AgfcNdR

xfY^maLfc^-vit, fcMm&rmtem- 2 . 0%
£&Ds W*BiSf?ftT^«. HK, Ag-Nd
fC, Ti, Mg, T a*maLrc&&1*i*y Wt&&it—
M$lMl£ftTtS<0 , Au, Cu, Pd*^taLfc&^t?

[0 12 9]

l>«*\ A g©ratcSH-r§|g0
B
H^<D^^«lM$

SCfctfTftfco #f§0J§©X/^y*'jy^—

?

IIlO^IMtf^ L Jf>-r < ft* ^ U y MO

it, mz7tmmmmfozffi<7tmmmmmfoic^mT°

[H2] H2«, mm^^^^m^mm^-tm

[03] 03f±, «^sftxyx^©«:Mg;&^-r

[0 4 ] 0 4 tt , HM« 3 © A g ££&£AftBI8UIfco

v^r, -&&76iSj^!ipsi:i(ii)i^faoK«*^r

[0 5] 0 5 H\ HffiM 5 © A g g^&E&SHgSJIfcO

[H6] 0 6 it, mmm 5 © a g g^&gsjfssBifco

[07] mat, mm6<DAg=ji&£&Rmmmm

[08] msit, mmw6<DAg~7tm'£r£EiMmMm

[09] 09tt, ^SS^!l7©Ag-Cu-Au^SM

[01 0] 01 Olt, H5gM70Ag-Cu-Au^-#
fc%WMmK-o^T. AufDmhumtKMmm'pmcDm

[0 1 1 ] 0 1 1 it, mmm 8 © a g mjtm^^mn

[0 1 2 ] 0 1

2

ussm 8 © a gmym^Kmn

[0 1 3] 0 1 3 It, HSfiM 1 0 © A g EHjcg^SIt

[0 1 4] 0 1 4 tt, MA g fcfctf3iSSi^7Sf3ijfu©

[01 5 ] 01 5 It,

[016] 01 6H\

[01 7] 01 7tt %

ia g tctsifzMmMmttXfoo

[A u tfett^iSSiSjllSi^tu©

iA u fcfetfSSSSMMf?^©



(13) l&ffl 2 0 0 2 - 1 5 4 6 4

[01 8] II 8it Ag-O. 9%Cu-l. 0%A

[01 9] 01 9«\ Ag-O. 9%Cu-l. 0%A

[020] i20tt, Ag-O. 5%NdiC:}oW-5jffS

[02 1] 02 Hi, Ag-O. 5%NdCfe(^ilig

[02 2] 02 2tt, Ag-O. 5%Nd-0. 9%C
u - 1 . 0 % A u ic IstfZ,MUMMUWimWMLmim-

[023] 023tt, Ag-O. 5%Nd-0. 9 % C

u - 1 . o%Autt-wmumuum.r£<D*m%:7jk?

[01]

[024] 02 4«, &ua g-et&mmfctsifzmim

[02 5] 02 5ti, ^ma g^mmK^if^ftmm

[02 6] 02 ^a g^mmnis^^jmm

1 ^u^-^-hai*
2 ^m^m**
3 mm
4 £tt«

6 ^m&mm
7 imi
8 mmm

[02]

< 5



(14) #H 2 0 0 2- 1 5464

[05] [06]

101

100

99

» 98

%
1ES 97

96

95

9-4

2 3 4

irSrirag-SDfli; (%)

o Cu

2tS£&: Jt=700nm
a«E«C:t=10flOA

£ -5

m

| -10

-15

o X =700 nm

• X =390 nm

a^

fr

. ..

I

i

i 1

—. <

\ 1

\
Z 3 4 5 6

tmmm -. i=ioooa

[0 7] [08]

101

100

-—

V

99

98
ias

97

96

95

94

O Ag-1.0S4Cu-x%Au

• Ag-l-OKAu-xKCu

!

|

' «-*

j

1

I

In1

i

2 3 4

x-^ins (%)

-

1

* "3

as
I*

7^

O Ag-1.0%Cu-x%Au

• Ag-1.0%Au-i%Cu

2 3 4

xSttS (%)

wnmrn : t=ioooA



(15) Wm 2 0 0 2 - 1 5 4 6 4

[09] 1 0]

O Ag-0.8%Gu-x«Au O Ag-0.8«Cu-x%Au

100

3 95

i 90

85
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

AuSSflS (%)

1.2

J=800rKn
SfcHKg : t =1000A
a«ttK : PC

1 fli \J

0

-10
s?

-20

-30

*
» -40

-50

-60

-70
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Aua&flOS (%)

1.2

t^Rff: t=loooA—Ht: PC
= :5%NaCfaq.,12h

[011] [012]

• Ag-0.8%Cu-1 .0%Au-xSNd • Ag-U.8SCu-1.0%Au-x%Nd

Ag-0.8*Cu-1.0KAu-x«Sn Ag-0.8SCu-1.O»Au-x»Sn

Ag-0.8%Cu-1.0%Au-x%Ge Ag-0.8»Cu-1 .OKAu-xSGe

SlSSfcg: A=700nm
KttHJ*:t=ioooA

Sl^iKfi: A=700nm
IS*4JBJI:t=1000A



(16) mm 2 0 0 2 - 1 5 4 6 4

[01 3] 1 4]

• Ag-0.8%Cu-1.0SAu-x%Nd

Ag-0.8%Cu-1.0%Au-x«Sn

Ag-0.B«Cu-1.0%Au-x»Ge

2 3 4

KMIW: 1=1000 A

[01 5] imi 6]

1ju

[HI 7]



mi 9]

(17)

[02 0]

#H2 0 0 2-1 5464

[02 1]

ftJ#B#H(Hr) : 80°C90%RH



(18) #M 2 0 0 2 - 1 5 4 6 4

12 5]

0.8

0.7

0.6

2 3

jS*5c*M (%)

[H2 6]

2 3 4

iSiHS&S (%)

(51)Int.C1.7 f^JIE^t FI T-m'(##)
C 2 3 C 14/34 C 2 3 C 14/34 A

G 1 1 B 7/26 5 3 1 G 1 1 B 7/26 5 3 1

(72)HB#f ffi# jg- F^-A(##) 4K029 Mil BA22 BC01 BD09 CA05

#PTfiSEift*f? 1 T g 5# 5# flo££ DC04 DC39

QfflPMMPftWP^MftffiglPftft 5D029 LA13 LA19 LC02 LC04 MA13

(72)3P£# mn MA17

#FTfJBKS*^lTi5#5^ flt^ 5D121 AA05 EE03 EE14



(19) mm 2 0 0 2 - 1 5 4 6 4
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HgtiJH] ¥$1 4^2/3 1 40 (2 00 2. 2. 1

4)

vzwmie 1 ]

mmttmwmzi mmm

iwm&i mmm

[|f*iSl] Nd^O. 1-3. 0% (MdF%oy%.

[If5t<lM2] Au, Cu, Pd, Mg, Ti, fcitf

Tai D ftS#fr6*RSnS4>& < fe 1 S^tcKS*

^ti-e 0 . 2 - 5 . 0 fe©T?*sm*9i 1 £

[IS*S3] Au, Cu, fcJ:tfPd«J:DfcS#fr6

s^n§ />*< tfe iao7aR*-&sf-ro. 2-5.

[|f*S4] Cu£0. 2-5. 0%-&#r«t>OT*

[it*^ 5 ] ti*]s 1 - 4 vfftfrfcia«© a gm

[0 0 0 1]

[fPi§©«ir£Mbvl?] *fPJ!&, AgOSKSc^M
?n, is0

B
Bf^fitfsra$n/c^Mfsie^^ffl©s&f

-rx^ffl^Bjsftfs) , xmmmfc. Rvmrn
mmmw<DKmmm^tc{tTmmmmm7,Ay

a^pawsftjittiafv^sa****lt^5», cd-r
OM, D V D- R 0MfOi*tB LfMfV X ^ (M

• £M^rT&£) I CD-R, DVD-R#©iIfB
SBtr-fX* (-0PID©ISiltiiiML#fe^|g) ;

CD-RW, DVD-RAM, DVD-RW, DVD +
rw, pvmvwzmx-mK'rjz? (.mmLim-n

[0 0 0 2]



(20) 1$|g 2 0 0 2 - 1 5 4 6 4

te^??£M3©ti£fr6>-rn&\ ®R#tUL*flBfc7V

[0 0 0 3] £©5^®©M&tfJl^fflftyVX*fi,

Sftiif;:, Ag, Al, AuSfcWfcfSKSiflOT,

(SfflM^MWM^^ffi-r§ c fc o 7
s-* <Dm$L*n

MBJl^X^y^Sftli:^ ^38KSI*1SS 2

• ks^rd (DttKmm ltcKt** x* t

bt, CD-ROM, DVD-R0M^W5tl5o
[0004] jfee, ±fE©©*tm§y onsftsD ©

n-;l/ L, IHIiil^llKfl fcilfMfflOgffitBifc^

i—-tf-Tftwtif« z.tK& d f-^<m^mio &©

«it»i2i2fc^-raiK:, 3g0jy9xf->y^a^i±(c,

mmmmmmm 5 o&wmmMimmLTKz t

CD-RW, DVD-RAM, DVD-RW, DVD +
Rw#^we>ns 0

[0 0 0 5] Sfc, ±IH(D©iilH§y^'rVX^« > U-
^-^©^y-^DfBiiiiil/i (^HfiUS) ©fell

zmfo. smffi&mm, iitE&mm. sizmtum
immummv&Zo ^©iefim^imi, -mmm

f^X^^Lm CD-R, DVD-R#^We>tl
So

[0006] ±fH©#^T;vxy^4ov^T, mrnum
saw, {t^g^ti

[0 0 0 7] mf£±K(I)©«ttfc*^"r>f X*ffl£

fBfifcfc^THu iEfi^g|S]±©f?j5fr£, M*fB©ii

*#e^?is-r§sifs#^«*^ii«5nTv^v^©

[0008] mfcr»#&*s^7Vx*ffl£i«M?r!ft

5W'tf-ftR (7 8 0 nm, 650nm) E^L, Jt

%t>\ K%*<D&T*imi&Fftft-C&*), Au^Ag
^fcJ±«LT£I^MSV^V^^tf&3o MtC A u

d^fcjs^T^So »t^^sstfiiiH§y©#

[0 0 0 9] * clT-A l-a-^tftt>D, Au, Ag, C

[0 0 10] 0)R{^Au^fe{iAu^±^t-r§-a-

•So

[0 0 1 1] $fe, MC uS^cttC u*±lS4)'frS'&

okmfex-T^z> 0 ^©ism, 7t7
ivx7©«i4

[0 0 12] «AgSfct4Ag*ilS^fc-rS^
^fflr^ft^C© 400~480n m^tt^iftV

MW^^^-Tfe©©, if^ttRtffH®^#tt©SBf^
ffett, AuSSWMJ:!)fe*Sfc^5^^fe«o #
icAg^-ea, Ag^^«ic-r§ci:^5 s is

[0013] ±iH(D©iilH^7s^x^©s^ii
tcfev^Tfe, ±BH©©«tmx.§y7t7iVx^i;|wl«©rn1

[0014] ±iHigis§y©^xVx^-e«, sifs#^
fcLT, A uXii A u

iSS (7 8 0 nm, 6 5 0 nm) fC^fL, WSfelSM^



(21) #13 2 0 0 2 - 1 5 4 6 4

[0 0 15] JifBM^(-^f^t>D. Ag, Cu,

[0 0 16] MA 13gL<ttA 1 *ifig5)-fc-rs

^TftiiS^tttc^Sfcv^lfflJHtfftSo MA
K MA 1 ^±^t-rs^^x^^^osftf«K

^©^Vx^tt©^^^^^ ^©{BiH

An Lit A lS^T«Slt*^-«{g<&D, *f«fiiR

[0 0 17]

[|§!M^L«fc5i:'t£Sljg] iioi(^fVx^i

, I2il??£#tt©2:£tt> fgnx h#©fg

-If- (?£fi4 0 5 nm) T^SI^^il'I^fgTTS

[0 0 18] *^W«±IB»fSKj6*T**nfcfe©-e
^©BWtt, ift£S**£^-«ti:tt:^i&©e:

fc, Ag©igB
B
BiMfi^«iM?n, ffi«ssitfc«nfe

[0 0 19]

mm*M®:tz>%<D^mi ±mmmzMZkLmrc*^
mimz> a g (om^mmmm^nrcftmmmmw
mmtrnttiz^mmBMrniz. Nd^o. i~3. o

MmtLTm^ftz>mm-z\ mmm-Rmmt^^^
?©fcjj£K:«koTfl^£tlS*ft $3*5^^2 0~8 0%

< «^MEii©ftT®©MftfSi: LTfflv^ftSSli

T?s )ij«ifSH;0%-£\ Simt-r-r **©#$£<£
D^$n5A\ $3*3^^7 0 %JUU:1?36So

[0 0 2 0] ±IHA g-NdMl?M?nTS^SIt

[0 0 2 1] ±IHAg-Nd^}C43^T, A

u, Cu, Pd, Mg, Ti, fc.ktfTa.k'J&SSfr

5W??n«^& < fe 1 S<D7GfS£-&ff-T 0 . 2 ~
5 . o %^Prr5 feottise^kft^iSfeens©^

s

LV^8lfln?*5o fcDfrttAu, Cu, Pd^SSAnLfe

Ag-NdM (mfe#iCAg-Nd^CCu^

i:^T*#§fe©-efeSo

[0 0 2 2] *|§0^©>fe'[f|gHH^#:fflSW*Sfctt^

[0 0 2 3] ±IH71e'lffSIH^#:fflMI#SSfett

v y fe*^0j©$BHrt^-a^$nso
[0 0 2 4]

KzvfmznrcMA g mm&, h?s?l^©^< ©*

©^#to*

a

g agiiJi&oi&fctfje da < &s 0 c

ft fc LT fe A u SgJlifc©ig;*:«5&EM® 5nf\ MA g

IfM^MA uPMt©li^^ffii:{i^^^MM^§

[0 0 2 5] ^C-??*f§0J#e)«, C ©fllft A glgHS
©ii^^K±L^#s$l^^tt{^:ftn/c7,

fi'[ffg|B^^^:

fflSif«Sfc(i¥M0^ifa (WTs rMWSj -era

tea, AgKM%<DKm?tmuLT{mLrcAgM£ik

KMMtLTOmz&m&Lrco ^©^S. AgtNd

n§ c t 5. o fcQ m^±iba g - n d

35^T, Au, Cu, Pd, Mg, Ti, 33«}:t5T a <fc

oas»*^gs?^n«^ <tt>i a©7t*^HfT^a
^iu-rs (iOffSKBAu, Cu, Pd©'>&<£



(22) mtM2 002-1 5464

[0026] jxt> ^m<D%mmmmwm^.Mm^

[0 0 2 7] *fgH^cDKftfii«, Nd^O. 1-3. 0

mvmmmt^yhte, AgSi^iNd^o. i~
3. o%»r§i:, Ag'Dmikffi.i&mmmzn, ib

[0 0 2 8] 5) ©^f#£Hfc: <fc ftfcf, A g - N
d^f§tT«:, 3i$itt& (SJg8 0°C, gg9 0%R
H) fcfc^T, Nd^O. 1 %«±^b[Tfftt£, Ag<D

ft, $f$L<«0. 3%JK±T?fcS„ fiU £#f*£%

jRWftDVD-effifflStlSU—tfH&B6 5 Onmtt

L<fiTTSfr6-e**o «fcO»*L<ti2. 0%JWT

q, Ik, a gmM>n<Df&g:*m\t%>%bte&, Nd©
i£ft[ft% 0 . 1 %&± (8?S L < 0 . 3 %«Jt) ,

3. 0 96WT <S?*0<«2. 0%WT) fc^afc

[0 0 3 0] ±fHAg-Nd-a^{CfeV^T, Hfc, A

u, Cu, Pd, Mg, Ti, fc«fctfTa«J:9;Q:3S¥fr

&«R?ti*^ft< fcfc ia^7C^^fi-T0. 5-
5. o%^Prr§&<D«, »iHktt^Hiiff#>£>n£<D

Ll^tSStt?**. M^ELfcaD, AgfcNd^jS
inLfcAgg^&SHa, ffiAgfcJt^ iHIWttfetffa

780, 650, 405n m^O^S^fC

cne><DjGfg;&Mf-T' o . 5 %jw±8sforrs tifiHttt

©J&gfCliU HtftM©Sl*§ (C D) TfS7 8 0nm
X*%>ifdb\ ZtlfrbOfflfc (DVD) T1i6 5 0nm

-If- (4 0 5 nm) J&WfC&SC fcj&^Stt"tV»

•So

[0031] ±m7zm^^?>mmim^±im&, 7m
OiitaotfeMIt^/)^ C u : 0. 5-5.

0%. Au:0. 5 — 5. 0%, Pd : 0. 5— 3. 0

%, Mg : 0. 5 — 3. 0%, T i : 0. 5 — 3. 0

%, Ta:Q. 5-3. a%<DgHKMg"fS CI £tm
H$n§o £©5BMg, TifttfTatt, IfiHfcttfa

^<0<^^'Jy Sfc, Au^PdW
^©AfeSTtifS (Ru, Rh, Irl) feTOcif^{b

[0 0 3 2] *«W©)feftffiiBSS^fflSI*«tt, ±IH

t #©*#s^, n d ^i^< mcow&7im%:mmmm

[0 0 3 3] ±IBO*%W-&^tt^^y^'J V^ffiKJ:

^©^IlffMffiT A gS^f#M^ffM Lfc*§-g-fcjt

^ ±fB-a-£7cil#!A gV>U7 ?X

[0 0 3 4] £fc, ^^y^'jy^OlEfi, X^>y^

g«^ («t, mmA g -yy h#J

[0 0 3 5] JXTIIMiJ{cS^V^T*^^P^-r?»o

[0 0 3 6]

mmi mmrn 1

(TEM) ^fflV^TM^Lfco

[0 0 3 7] mSZffl&tLXl*. . DCV^hDVX

tJ-'fX : 5 0 mm, 1 mm) ±Kmt£ 15 0 0

A<D#^«M (Eftf*) , BP-B, MAg, J6Au, Ag
- 0 . 9 % C u - 1 . 0 % A u , A g - 0 . 5 % N d ,

A g - 0 . 5 % N d - 0 . 9 % C u - 1 . 0 % A u ©#

[0 0 3 8] Sfc, lHKK(MiSll8 0t, @£
9 0 %RH, «#i^fH 4 8mmt Ltco cn?.©l£S^*
^r, l24~l3{c^1-0 c<D5B, H4tt«Agefelt



(23) #li 2 0 0 2 - 1 5 4 6 4

m 7 fct*fiA u fcfettSffi^ffiSISil&©*gilJfi@*^r

¥Jk I8ttAg-0. 9%Cu-l. 0%Au£W
s iSrsiftuummcommn^^-r^M, m 9 & a g -

0 . 9 % C u - 1 . 0 % A u K: fcttS ffiMffiSi£SI&®

JgiHtMIfcjjVf^Jt, 0 1 0 « A g - 0 . 5 % N d £ fe

^^iSrSiftrSM^Hu^^^^^T^^ Hi n±A
g - 0 . 5%Nd lc$sitjr%> ffi@ffigifflg&<D$§Jitt&£

^t?K, 012liAg-O. 5%Nd-0. 9%Cu
- 1 . 0%AuCW5 SiSiSSiSifttff©*£il*fe&£^

f¥JK, 01 3ttAg-0. 5%Nd-0. 9%Cu-
1 . 0 % A u fCfeltSSSlSSItB^OilgSi&S^-r

[o o 3 9] mx d> ma ummximmumm&xm
&m<Dmtt>mZ%<Z>tl%:^ (H6Rtf7) Of^L,
MAgW-M (H4Rt>'5) M*Ag-0. 9%Cu-
1. 0%AufI (H8Rtf9) #95ffMS-p

U AgfcNdfcSamUfcAg-O. 5%NdsHM (B

10M~1 1) MAg-0. 5%Nd-0. 9%Cu
-1. 0%AuiI (HI 2&tf 1 3) Ttt, SO&OM
^T^H

B
Hm©^{b«^H^ < , N d OSADiC <fc D Agl

[0 0 4 0] £fig092

[0 0 4 1 ] %M®\ 1 fcraflUc 1 4 fc^tll*©

mm*® 1 4 fc^t.

[0 0 4 2] H^<DA g N d^muLfcA

irafz:#i\ m^mtmhat^ AgtcAu, c

u, In, Zn, S nfcjfebnLfc SEA g£jt

K N d *mut% t (09*. {fA g - 1 % N d - 1 % C u

- 1 %AuM) , m&®L(Dmtte 1faE%iE>ti%;^£t

[0 0 4 3] HSSM3

toft offliaiS^fcov^TSi

[0 0 4 4] miMl fcRiaiKLTBIl 5fC^fffi^<D

fcCBfcfttiU ^Sm*TEM<|lKJ:DStfILfco ^
©iss^hi s^-r,,

[0 0 4 5] ScfcD, ffiOjEH^M:^ Ndttiiefti&ii

;*3WHflUfl*WfcM6ft3o ^©m^ffltt, o. i

[0 0 4 6] ilffi$!4

*SH?tt, &SA g -TcS^SWitcfeitSTcKliS

[0 0 4 7] ^MUl fc|^&©;£S#:«J:Dg4r©Ag-

SMI'—9*Hfeg6 5 0 nmE»«EW*i£L
fco ^©ISH^rH 1 6 iZTjkto

[0 0 4 8] AuRtfCufci&taLTfe, EM

OTSftf^ 8 5. 8 %) rasfi-eassetaw t

0 %JXTn Ti, Mg, T a Q&fttotttt 2 . 0 %J£TF

[0 0 4 9]

a* a g - n da^tn^fe

Slilft (MM8 0°C, rl^9 0%RH, #J$l$|ffl4 8B£

m (l^-1f-^S6 5 0 nm) *»^U M^M^©S

OlS«*^ l (c^-r0 ,^6A uWiA g©

[0 0 5 0]

Ml]



(24) #H 2 0 0 2 - 1 5 4 6 4

iw /mla an. v*

\ fVJ

jptJMU P5 P 1 -0 7

A criPBAg DO.v -7 0
i Act— 1 %MH pq n Of* 1

-1 Q

QO.Q R7 7 -1 1

Act 1 QAMH— 1 (UP,, PP fi 87 4 -1 9

Ag—1%Nd-1%Pd 86.7 85.5 -1.2

Ag-1%Nd-1%Mg 86.2 84.4 -1.8

I
Ag-1%Nd-1%Ti 86.4 34.8 -1.6

Ag-1%Nd-1%Ta 86.1 84.5 -1.6

[0 0 5 1 ] MA g ©±i£\ ESiMSTtti- 7 . 0 %

w^ttti^nsnr^So Ag-Nde, t

i, Mg. Ta£&inL;fc-&&T?H\ M4&-/iH£#
SftTfcD, Au, cu, Pd^?iiinLfc-&^«, H

[0 0 5 2]

*s©«*jwiiiiw*nsfe«>, >ififlHHiB«asM* (^*

%ML JP?<%;5t^5*Vv hOfflU ffiigtt, j|Ej&£

[0 l ] 0 l SBA&HEfflftirV x^«D»fiB«Bfi*^

[02] 02tt, 5iiBS)fcr-r**©»fffi«Sg£^"r8

[03] H3tt, «m§y^xVx^(Da*a3g^-r

[04] 04«, MAg^$5tt§S^gM^M<D^B
B
H

[05] 05W\ MAg£:mtSif^iSSii«^©il£&

[06] 06&, MAu^$5^§ftSiftrlM^MC)|aHBH

[07] 07 fi, «Au£:m*Sffi&iftiIti«fc&<£Hl6S

[08] 08tt, Ag-0. 9%Cu-l. 0%Au(C

[09] 09^, Ag-0. 9%Cu-l. 0%AuiiI

[01 0] 01 Ott, Ag-0. 5%Ndlcmf^mU

[01 1] 01 1H\ Ag-0. 5%Ndfc:&W5fifS

[01 2] 01 2Si % Ag-0. 5%Nd-0. 9%C
u - 1 . 0 % A u fC$5^§^i«?g^BU©^B

B
Bfeg^

[01 3] 01 3H\ Ag-0. 5%Nd-0. 9%C
u - l . o % A u (c fctf§KSttStOftttolSIIKS^

[01 4] 01 4t4, ^SAg^««iK:^tsas«K

[01 5] 01 ^aAg^»jsfcfc^«7af6^
ftnfi Hens%(Dm^^t^77Tfe§o
[016] 01 6«, ^aAg^fe»iitC^*7C^^

i haw*

3 mmm
4 S*fS
5 mnwmmmumm
6 ^^fe^S
7 ^n^ii
8 tmm
[#MffiiE2]

[ffijE*f^#S«] 0®
RfIE*f£ygg£] 0 4

[ffiiE^S]

[MiErtg]

[04]
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mjEMMmmzi mm miEnm
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1 urn

mmmmmzi mm
mjEmtmszi mi o [Ml 0]
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miEtmmm&i mm
mjEsmmszi m 1

1
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v&mi£\ o]

mwmsm£\ mm
mjEsmmszi m i z [01 2]
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ffijEmtmszi 022 miExmi mm
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[#«e2 1] m^ttimn&i mm
mjESffimmzi mm immMmms^ 025
miE*mmE%i 023 mmmi mm
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L¥iisiE2 2] ffiiEMMmmzimm

mmmmszi 024 mmys&i p»



(34) WfPS 2 0 0 2— 1 5 4 6 4

[&$BfflgiJ] 4ffF?£ltl 7&©2©£5£fc«J:*ffiIE©JS«

[OTE#] £ 6 95^314 K#
CfSfrB] 14^8^300 (2002. 8. 3 0)

2002-15464 (P 2 0 0 2- 1 5 4 6 4 A)

[&BHB] ¥#1 4*P1 £ 1 80 (2 0 0 2. 1. 1 8)

i^m^m temwrnm 14-155
itam&m #M2 0 00-39 5894 (p 200 0-39589 4)

G11B 7/24 538

C22C 5/08

C23C 14/06

14/14

14/34

G11B 7/26

CF I]

G11B 7/24

C22C 5/08

C23C 14/06

14/14

14/34

G11B 7/26

531

538 E

538 C

R

D

A

531

[ItHB] ¥il4^2^ 1 40 (2 0 0 2. 2. 1

4)

mwmt i ]

imsmwm&i mmm

mm^m mm

immzi mmm

[«*ll] Nd^O. 1-3. 0% (Hw^oOtS

flc, WTIrIU) SAgS^T?*iS?nT^SC

[H*S2] Au, Cu, Pd, Mg, Ti,

Taj: d a«»^6aR*ti*^a < t fe i Wbjtwt
-a-fft-TO. 2~5. 0%^#r5fe©'"Z?&Sit:&El£

[»*S3] Au, Cu, te«fctfPd«tD3S:S^6

M^^n§ />*< t& ia©7n**-&w-eo. 2~5.

[fS;&g43 Cu^O. 2~5. 0%ttt5fcOT?

cif^5] n*^i~4©v>-rn^fcgB«©Agis

[ft*® 6 ] ifc&S 1 ~ 4 ©^fftfrKKfi© A gS

mm^wmmm
[0 0 0 1]

? i£B
B
Hf£$fitfm$ ftTz%mmsmwm<oEM

«¥3i0^S^*ttiSV^if$^LTl^^ CD-R
OM, D VD-ROM#©^*tiBL^ffl7,6T:VX^ («

#jA^-^M^nTlg) ; CD-R, DVD-R^©ig|H

CD-RW, DVD-RAM, DVD-RW, DVD +
RW, PDfOff^Dief^^^ (^iMLIH®-#

[0 0 0 2]



(35) t&m 2 0 0 2 - 1 5 4 6 4

[0 0 0 3] £0)5 -£®<DS!&tB LUfflj^V 7. ^ «,

S^JLtc. Ag, Al, Aull«tf£:T§K*f§tJl,

gi/7Xf>y ^Sft 1 ±fC ^B^SitMS 2 fciStf

fcgtffc, 4 W&mttft

• EfiPRO <D7j3»ffl LfcTtxV X V £

LT> CD-ROM, DVD-R0MfW5ft5.
[0 0 0 4] ±SE<D©»#&*S! (ffiSftSD ©

n— IBM fcHSIIfiffl £#M,m3<Dmmm*B
tfi-tz>z.tic£K>r-zttmmu sfflospift^

y-Tttffl-rs c £fc «fc D r-*©f5£*fr5 £><D
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